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CALL YOUR MOTHER
by Rabbi Chaim Steinmetz
ate in his career, South Central Bell
Telephone Company asked the
University of Alabama football
coach Bear Bryant to do a TV commercial.
In it, Bryant would tell the audience how
he encourages his young football recruits
to call home. The script called for Coach
Bryant to end the commercial in his tough,
gruff voice and say: “Have you called your
mama today?”
On the day of the filming, Coach
Bryant ad-libbed the ending, and with an
emotional voice said: “Have you called
your mama today? I sure wish I could call
mine.”
While I don’t make it a habit of
quoting football coaches, “Have you
called your mama today? I sure wish I
could call mine” is actually a very
profound message. Yes, we all know we
should call our mothers; but we don’t call,
at least not as often as we should. Why?
In Chassidut, there is a mystical
concept called gadlut hamochin v’katnut
hamochin or great mindedness and small
mindedness. The Bnei Yissaschar, Rav
Elimelech of Dinov, explains this is about
seeing the big picture without fixating
mindlessly on the small picture.
Katnut hamochin is about the small
picture, about getting the little things
done. One must get the little things done;
laundry needs to be washed and
checkbooks need to be balanced.
Everyday minutiae are inescapable; even

L

the most spiritual man needs to eat a
nourishing lunch.
But katnut hamochin becomes a
problem when it monopolizes your
consciousness. It’s easy to fixate on the
details and lose sight of the big picture.
Minding the mundane can rapidly devolve
into small mindedness.
A classic example of this is the
instinctive response to hurry.
On April 10, 1971, The New York
Times reported about two academics at
Princeton:
Prof. John M. Darley, who teaches
psychology at the university, and C.
Daniel Batson, a doctor of theology doing
graduate work in psychology there while
teaching at the Princeton Theological
Seminary, ...recruited 40 volunteers from
the seminary. Explaining that they were
studying the vocational placement of
seminarians, Dr. Batson and Professor
Darley asked each to record a brief talk on
a given text. To half the volunteers they
presented a text on job opportunities; the
other half got a text of the Good Samaritan
parable. (Which talks about people
refusing to help an injured man on the side
of the road - C.S.)......
One by one the volunteers were then
told to proceed from Green Hall to record
their talk in the Annex….The volunteers
were
dispatched
at
15-minute
intervals….and there - lying in a doorway
in the alley - was a young man coughing

and groaning
and possibly
in pain. The
“victim” had
been put there
by Dr. Batson
and Professor Darley
to see if the seminarians would play the
role of the Good Samaritan - or pass him
by……
Of the 40, a total of 16 stopped to help.
Twenty-four did not swerve from their
path. One even stepped over the “victim”
to get through the doorway he had
mistaken for the one he wanted.
What determined whether a man
stopped to help - or passed by? The simple
answer turned out to be not the personality
or character of the seminarian, but simply
whether he was in a hurry.
Of those in the “low hurry” condition,
63 percent stopped to help. In the
“intermediate hurry” condition, 45
percent stopped. In “high hurry,” only 10
percent stopped to offer help.
This response would be shocking,
except that it’s not. The seminary students
should know better, but they forgot
everything in pursuit of arriving on time;
and so does everyone. When we are stuck
in traffic we lose our temper, unwilling to
accept the unchangeable; and when we
finally get to move forward, we frequently
drive recklessly, throwing caution to the
continued on page 14

TO THE RAMAZ GRADUATING CLASS OF 2018
REFLECTIONS ON THE 146TH ANNUAL SYNAGOGUE MEETING
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THE FAST OF TAMMUZ, TISHA B’AV AND THE THREE WEEKS
JULY 1 – JULY 22

D

uring the summer months, we
mourn the destruction of both
Temples in Jerusalem, which took
place on the ninth of Av, and the events that
led to their destruction. We fast on the
seventeenth day of the month of Tammuz,
Shivah Assar B’Tammuz, because,
according to tradition, it was on that day
that the enemy penetrated the walls of
Jerusalem prior to the destruction of the
Second Temple. The Talmud, however,
writes that these were not the only tragedies
that befell the Jewish people on this day.
On the seventeenth of Tammuz four more
tragedies occurred: the first tablets
containing the Ten Commandments were
broken by Moses after the sin of the Golden
Calf; the daily sacrifice was suspended
during the time of the First Temple; the
wicked Apostumos burned the Torah; and
an idol was erected in the Temple.
Additional tragedies also befell the
Jewish people on the ninth day of the month
of Av – Tisha B’Av. On this day, the spies

(meraglim) returned to the Jews in the
desert with a negative report about the Land
of Israel. In addition, it was on this day that
the city of Betar was destroyed. Tens of
thousands of Jews were killed, and the
wicked Turnus Rufus plowed the site of the
Temple and its surroundings. Tradition
asserts that the expulsion of the Jews from
England in 1290 and the expulsion from
Spain in 1492 also took place on Tisha
B’Av.
Our mourning for the destroyed
Temples and for the other calamities which
occurred on these days extends beyond the
fasts themselves. The period between these
two fasts, traditionally called The Three
Weeks, includes several practices of
mourning. During these three weeks we do
not get our hair cut, attend weddings or
involve ourselves in large joyous
gatherings. During the nine days which
begin on the first of Av, July 13, and
continue until the night of the tenth of Av,
July 22, we are additionally forbidden to eat

meat and drink wine (except on Shabbat), to
go swimming, or bathe for pleasure and to
do any laundry or dry cleaning that is not
absolutely necessary. The Talmud writes
that when the month of Av begins, our
mood should reflect our mourning for the
destruction of the Temples. On Tisha B’Av
itself, besides fasting, we are prohibited
from washing our bodies, wearing leather
shoes, anointing ourselves and having
marital relations. It is forbidden, as well, to
study Torah on this day excepting the
sections of the prophets and the Talmud that
discuss the destruction. We do not wear
tefillin until mincha and the custom is to sit
on low chairs as mourners do until midday.
Our observance of mourning also forbids us
from greeting friends on Tisha B’Av.
We mourn the Temples that were
destroyed over nineteen hundred years ago,
and we pray that we will be worthy to see
God
rebuild
the
Temple
in
our lifetime.

WHEN TISHA B’AV COINCIDES WITH SATURDAY EVENING
Erev Tisha B’Av
Saturday, July 21
9:00 am
Morning Services
followed by a hot
Kiddush lunch
and a shiur with
Rachel Kraus
“A Mourning to
Remember”
1:30 pm
Mincha
8:23 pm
Fast Begins
9:20 pm
Maariv
and the reading
of Megillat Eicha
at the Gottesman Center
114 East 85th Street

I

f observed correctly, the nine days leading up to Tisha B’Av can greatly enhance one’s experience
on Tisha B’Av itself. Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, z”l, pointed out that it is not human nature to
mourn appropriately for tragedies that occurred 2,000 years ago and, therefore, a system was devised
to help us gradually enter a state of mourning.
We begin a moderate period of mourning three weeks before Tisha B’Av. The mourning intensifies
on Rosh Chodesh Av, nine days prior to Tisha B’Av. In this manner when we arrive at Tisha B’av, we
are ready to commemorate the destruction of the Temples with the proper mind set.
This year is unique in the sense that Tisha b’Av falls on Shabbat. The observance of Shabbat takes
precedence over a fast day, so with the exception of Yom Kippur, any fast day which falls on Shabbat
is observed on Sunday. And so it is this year. Therefore, some Shabbat customs are different and should
be noted:
1. Shabbat Mincha on July 21 will take place in the Gottesman Center on 85th Street at 1:30 pm,
which will give everyone time to enjoy a hot buffet Kiddush lunch (with challah and Birkat HaMazon)
and a shiur by Rachel Kraus at the conclusion of 9:00 am Shabbat morning services.
2. There is no traditional Seudah Mafseket. The pre-fast meal, which in this case will be Seudah
Shlishit, can consist of anything, including meat and wine. The 1:30 pm Mincha allows everyone time
to eat a leisurely Seudah Shlishit. Please finish eating and drinking by 8:23 pm, when the fast begins.
3. Birkat Hamazon may be recited as a mezuman if the opportunity arises.
4. The prayer Tzidkatcha Tzedek is not said during Mincha.
5. Regular Havdalah is not said. The blessing on the fire is said on Saturday night. The blessing on
the wine and haMavdil are said on Sunday. No blessing at all is made on the spices.
6. After 9:04 pm, please recite the words Baruch hamavdil bein kodesh l’chol in order to officially
end Shabbat.
7. Maariv and the reading of Megillat Eicha will take place at 9:20 pm in the Gottesman Center on
85th Street. Worshippers should wear their non-leather footwear to services, and bring tzedakah to
donate during the offertory.
The Jerusalem Talmud affirms that “one who mourns for Jerusalem will yet see its glorious
reconstruction.” May our observance of Tisha B’Av this year help to bring about that blessed outcome.
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NEW MEMBERS
Seventy new households joined the Congregation this past year and were officially inducted and welcomed
at the 146th Annual Meeting by Morris Massel, Secretary of the Congregation:
Linda & Stephen Agus
Alexandra & David Hollander
Mindy & Howard Podolsky
Edith Gurewitsch Allen &
Gabrielle & Samuel Houri
Shirley & Stuart Podolsky
Robert Allen
Isabelle & Nugi Jakobishvili
Nadine Fruchter & Boris Rabinovich
Sarah Levy & Aryeh Assouline
Jessica & Avi Kagan
Benjamin Rapoport &
Laura & Aric Behar
Frieda Kahn
Amanda Muchnik
Rose Cirrincione
Siobhan & Josh Korman
Shari & Jeffrey Reisner
Adi & Bradley Cooper
Judy Kress
Deborah & David Rifkin
David Cooper
Dovid Lakein
Joel Rubenstein
Jessie Cytryn
Shira & Eric Lewis
Erica & Leor Sabetfard
Anya Boro & Michael Davitiashvilli
Alanna & Zachary Liebmann
Shari & Jacob Safra
Michelle & Adam Dayan
Cara Kleiman & Cal Major
Karin Elmalem & Offer Saltoon
Grace & Jack Dayan
Julie & Ethan Marcovici
Debra Aboodi & Steven Sasson
Kimberly Deminni
Martin Markowitz
Miryam & Zach Schapira
Marina & Yuri Drukker
Rebecca & Randy Modell
Frances & Glenn Schor
Estelle Freilich
Stefi & Benjamin Moskovits
Debbie & Willliam Schwartz
Marni & Michael Friedlander
Lyudmila & David Motovich
Stefanie & Jonathan Shoag
Rebecca Gober
Liz & Rami Nahmias
Ilisa & Anthony Sneag
Alexandra & Eric Goodman
Philip Nassimi
Barry Spector
Vivian Goodstein
Yoheved & Elan Nat
Nan Kurzman & Moshe Sukenik
Shirlee & Ross Gordon
Gabriella & Elliot Newman
Gila & Avi Sutton
Sarita & Benjamin Greszes
Diane Nissenbaum
Laura & Moshe Tordjman
Sara Tawil-Hedaya & Jack Hedaya
Megan Paznik
Cheyna Volkov
Lillian Hirsch
Caroline & David Perez
Gila Spitzer & Ron Weiss
David Hoffman
Michelle & Elliot Pines
Melinda Elias & Daniel Winarick

WELCOME
KJ warmly welcomes
the following new members
who joined the Congregation
between March 12
and the date on which this
Bulletin went to press, June 22:
Lillie & Danny Bensusan
Naomi & Jared Bernheim
Ashley & Lawrence Buterman
Ruth Ezra
Estelle Freilich
Andrew & Nicole Goletka
Shirlee & Ross Gordon
Jessica & Avi Kagan
Frieda Kahn
Judy Kress
Lily & Emil Lebovich
Alanna & Zachary Liebmann
Martin Markowitz
Caroline & David Perez
Joel Rubenstein
Debra Aboodi & Steven
Sasson
Miriam Lieberman &
Benjamin Vago

Tisha B’Av, Sunday, July 22
All Services and Programming at 114 East 85th Street
- 8:30 am, Morning Services
- 10:30 am, Shiur by Rabbi Jeremy Wieder:
“The Similarities and Differences between the
Laws of Aveilut and the Laws of Tisha B’Av:
The Passage of Time Heals Some Wounds”
- Films: 11:45 am - 6:30 pm (Schedule below)
- 7:00 pm, Shiur by Rabbi Steinmetz
- 7:50 pm, Evening Services
- 9:00 pm, Fast Concludes
11:45 am - 12:45 pm - Mendelssohn, the Nazis, and Me: This 2009 English language documentary
explores what happened when the Nazis discovered to their horror that a great German musician was a Jew.
Felix Mendelssohn, of Wedding March fame, was a devout Christian - and also a Jew. This became an
embarrassment for the Nazis, who tried desperately to write Germany’s most beloved music out of history.
Meanwhile his part-Jewish descendants were forced to hunt for enough evidence of Aryan blood to stay
alive. The composer’s descendant, director Sheila Hayman, explores the effects on Felix’s reputation, on
the family and on the Jews of Germany, through music and through interviews with family members who
lived through it. It is a film about the madness of labels, and the unifying power of music.
12:55 - 2:30 pm - Shanghai Ghetto: The saga, told in this 2002 English language documentary, of those
who fled eastward to escape the Nazi onslaught.
2:40 - 4:40 pm - Enemies: A Love Story: A 1989 English language, dramatic blockbuster starring Ron
Silver, Anjelica Huston and Lena Olin, that spins a yarn about a ghostwriter who finds himself romantically
involved with his current wife, a married woman, and his long-vanished wife.
4:50 - 6:30 pm - The World of Sholom Aleichem: This English language gem from 1959 presents three
short stories of the prolific anchor of Yiddish literature: A Tale of Chelm deals with a bookseller who is sent
by his wife to buy a goat in a town of fools. Bontshe Shveig is the moving story of a poor, modest man
who, after leading an exemplary life, goes to heaven and gets to name his reward. The High School portrays
the efforts of a couple to get their son into a secular high school.
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Keter Torah Awards Bestowed Upon
At the conclusion of the morning service on the second day of Shavuot, Karen Lerman and Stephanie Katz were presented
with the Sixteenth Annual Judith Kaufman Hurwich Keter Torah Award by Rabbis Steinmetz and Weinstock.
These are their remarks:

C HESED : T HE C ORNERS TONE

T

hank you, Rabbis. I am indeed
honored and humbled to receive the
Keter Torah award this year. I am
especially pleased that I am sharing this
award with Stephanie Katz, who has done
so much for our Sisterhood.
I want to thank my husband, Bruce,
and my children Joshua, Jessica, Rachel
and Jenny. They support me in all of my
endeavors.
Judaism’s core lies in community. On
Shavuot, we gather together to
commemorate receiving the Torah and
making a covenant with God. We are given
the 613 Mizvot to build our community,
our relationship with God and our
relationship with one another.
Today we read the Book of Ruth. I have
always felt a special bond with Ruth. In
fact, 32 years ago when I was designing
my Ketubah, I wanted the border to reflect
the importance of belonging to the Jewish
community. Thus, sheaves of barley were
inserted along with the Hebrew translation
of: “Your people shall be my people and
your God my God.”
Little did I know that my beloved
mother-in law, Lillian, would become my
Naomi. Much of the Book of Ruth is
transmitted wisdom from Naomi to Ruth.
My mother-in-law was my dear friend,
confidante, and source of wisdom for me.
I loved and still love her dearly and, like
Ruth, would have followed her anywhere.
I miss her every day.
My mother, Cora, is a special woman.

OF

C OMMUNIC ATION

She has been a ba’alat chesed in her own
community, a woman of faith who was
always available when asked to help. I
must say that in high school I did not
always appreciate the importance of her
good works, gifting her a pillow, on which
was emblazoned “Stop me before I
volunteer again.” She understood the
importance of volunteering her time to
assist others, just as the members of this
congregation do.
Tova Bulow and Sue Robins began
the KJ Bikur Cholim Society forty
years ago. Its mission was to
visit Jewish patients
at
Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center each Shabbat.
When Tova Bulow received
the Keter Torah award for
this, I knew little about the
society- but was so touched
by Tova’s words that I knew I
wanted to join, and for the last
10 years I have been
volunteering with KJ Bikur
Cholim. When Jerry Hornblass
stepped down as the coordinator, I
continued in his stead.
The KJ Bikur Cholim Society is filled
with committed people whom I count as
friends. I am pleased to say our group now
includes 20 dedicated volunteers. We visit
patients every Thursday, Friday and
Shabbat - several men also lead Yizkor and
Holiday Services. We have additional KJ
volunteers who lend their skills reading the

KJ FOOD PANTRY
The KJ Food Pantry provides kosher food weekly to New York’s hungry.
Clients are referred to us through the synagogue and local service
agencies. Each week clients come to KJ to receive food staples tailored
to their diets, as well as a selection of fresh fruits and vegetables. Ramaz
students pack the bags and staff the booth in the lobby of KJ, and
Ramaz/KJ members also deliver packages to those who are homebound.
For further information or to volunteer, please contact Bernice Kahn at
bernice.berman@gmail.com.

Megillah on Purim. I visit patients on
Fridays and on Saturdays if there is a gap
in the schedule. I am often surprised at
how easily patients will share their hopes,
and private fears.
Conversation for them is a diversion
from their often angst-ridden hospital
routine. The Chaplaincy Office at
Memorial Sloan Kettering meets the
spiritual needs of all of the patients in the
hospital. They depend upon our group to
assist them in visiting the 40-60
Jewish patients who are in the
hospital each week.
Susan Sontag
once
said that we each hold dual
citizenship
in
the
kingdom of the well and
of the sick. Although we
prefer to use only the
good passport, sooner or
later each of us is obliged
to identify ourselves as
citizens of that other place.
Our group offers Jewish
patients who enter that other
place at Memorial Sloan Kettering
compassion, kindness and a listening ear.
The connection made between Jews during
these times is heartwarming.
The Crown of the Torah has many
jewels, and among them are acts of
Chesed. We are blessed to be a part of a
special, vibrant and caring community
where so many people share in these acts
of chesed. Chag Sameach.

KJ
BEGINNERS
SHABBAT SERVICE
Every Saturday 9:30 am
Add some soul to your Shabbat. Plenty of learning
and explanation! Lots of singing and questions and
answers about the prayers and the parsha
packed into what could have been an
“ordinary” Shabbat morning. Kiddush
following services.
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Karen Lerman and Stephanie Katz

TAKING THAT FIRST STEP

C

hag sameach. Thank you, Rabbi
Weinstock for such a meaningful
introduction. Karen, the work that
you do is inspirational and I am honored to
be a fellow recipient of this award with
you.
If you would have told me twenty years
ago that today, on Shavuot, I would be
standing in a shul, accepting an award for
service to a synagogue, I wouldn’t have
believed you. While I expected to lead a
life with Judaism in it, I didn’t imagine I
would be living such a Jewish life. Nor did
I understand the reward that would come
with being part of a more observant and
dedicated community.
In the few years after my
husband, Bennett, and I were
married, but before we joined
KJ, we experienced both the
lows and the highs of life.
Shortly after we were
married, Bennett’s mother
passed away. And in the
next few years, we welcomed
our two wonderful daughters.
While we were members of
another synagogue during these
life cycle events, we never felt that
we were part of a community to share
both the pain and joy
Then we joined the KJ. And we saw
what it looks like to experience the good,
the bad, the everyday and the special in a
true community. Ten years later, it still
amazes me. We find so much in being part
of a whole - of a tremendous group of
people with shared beliefs and values.
So what better way to get the most out
of this experience than to get involved and that’s what I did.

In the beginning, let me tell you, it was
scary.
Shul was intimidating. (Speaking in
front of one is also intimidating, by the
way!) Attending classes, social events and
meetings knowing practically no one was
scary. But each time I stuck my neck out,
the reward came in twofold. Every effort I
made resulted in a new friend, a new
learning about Judaism, and a greater
understanding of my role and
responsibilities as a Jew.
And then somehow, it wasn’t so scary
anymore, I wasn’t a stranger to KJ and KJ
wasn’t a stranger to me!
Along this journey, the most
inspirational connection that I
found was with the KJ
Sisterhood. Its why I’m
standing here right now
making this speech!
I think that most
people here know the
many ways the Sisterhood
contributes to the shul.
But in getting involved
with this vibrant, multigenerational group of women
there is so much more to be
gained.
In the moments in between the events
are hours of meetings, conference calls,
brainstorms and late-night set-ups.
And it is here where I found the
reward: my closet friendships, including
with people I would certainly not have
known otherwise; relationships with the
heart of the shul - with the rabbis,
administration, the security and the
maintenance staff. I learned that you don’t
need to be born into KJ to find your place

TO JOIN THE KJ ONLINE COMMUNITY,
VISIT

KJ’S WEBSITE

WWW.CKJ.ORG
AND CLICK ON JOIN OUR

EMAIL LIST

here. You just need to get involved!
The highlight of my three years as
Sisterhood President was creating, along
with an amazing team of women, the
Sisterhood’s documentary video, entitled
“Timeless.” It is on KJ’s website and if you
haven’t seen it, please check it out:
www.CKJ.org/Sisterhood
In creating the video, I was lucky
enough to travel to the KJ archives at
Yeshiva University and sift through about
100 years of documentation on the
remarkable history of the shul and the
Sisterhood. I saw how each generation of
women responded to the call of the
community and of the world, in their own
way, as defined by the times they lived in.
So, as I am honored today with the
Keter Torah award, I am very much aware
of who came before me and the work that
was done.
I feel very humbled and
fortunate to be part of this lineage.
I am lucky that my family supports my
often time-consuming volunteer work. I
hope that they in some way are inspired by
me, for I am certainly inspired by them. I
am so grateful to my husband for bringing
me into a more committed Jewish life, and
for teaching me what it truly means to be a
Zionist. I am astounded by my daughters
and the Ramaz education that they are
receiving. I am delighted and moved to
hear them speak and read Hebrew, express
their passion for Israel and naturally aspire
to acts of chesed and Jewish connectivity
on a daily basis.
Finally, I am grateful to be part of this
beautiful community and a link in its 146
year-old chain. Thank you so much for
this honor.

For information about the weekly status
of the Manhattan Eruv
Call the Eruv Hotline: 212-874-6100 ext. 3
(Recorded Message)
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TRADITION! THE 146th ANNUAL SYNAGOGUE MEETING

I

The following members celebrated
milestone anniversaries and were honored
by the Congregation:
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRANTS
Lillian & Elliott Eisman
Monica Meislin
Manfred Rechtschaffen
FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRANTS
Martin Fox
Sheila Freilich
Helen Friedman
Francine & Morry Gerber
Bonnie & Isaac Pollak
Rachel & David Sarna
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRANTS
Nancy & Benjamin Aryeh
Deborah & Daniel Azizo
Goldie Berkowitz
Judith Abel & Michael Brill
Patricia & James Cayne
Jewel & Theodore Edelman
Jan & Daniel Fenster
Meredith & Neal Flomenbaum
Anne & Natalio Fridman
Arthur Friedman
Lea Glatstein
Jackie & Henry Gross
Karen & Steven Gurewitsch
Michele & Benjamin Ari Hering
Dina & Marshall Huebner
Davida & Ashley Joffe

Nina & Larry Kassman
Marcia Kramer
Judith & Pinkas Lebovits
Nadia & Joseph Olidort
Sandra & Samuel Rapoport
Deborah & Kenneth Rochlin
Carol & Lawrence Saper
Viviane Schoenkin
Hillary & Jeremy Schwalbe
Anne & Samuel Schwartz
Rachelle Silverberg
Adrian & Leonard Silverman
Susan & Jay Spievack
Sharon Steinberg
Anonymous
Carla & Steven Tanz
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President David Lobel spoke about the
state of the Synagogue and its growth
during his tenure. Despite the flooding of
the Main Sanctuary in January, KJ’s
finances are stable and membership is
growing, with a strong representation of
young people under the age of 35.
BOARD ELECTIONS
The report of the Nominating
Committee, as approved by the Board of
Trustees, was presented by Wendy
Greenbaum and adopted by the
congregation.
The following officers
were elected to positions for
the 2018-2019 Congregational year:
President.................................David Lobel
Senior Vice President.........Elias Buchwald
Vice President..................Jonathan Wagner
2nd Vice President............Surie Sugarman
3rd Vice President.............Dr. Nicole Agus
4th Vice President................Sidney Ingber
Secretary ...............................Larry Baruch
Treasurer...........................Robert Schwartz
Assistant Treasurer.................David Sultan
Executive Secretary.............Morris Massel
Financial Secretary..................Evan Farber
Recording Secretary ..............JJ Hornblass
Administrative Secretary ........Eric Gribetz
REGULAR TRUSTEES
Michael Kaplan and Leor Landa
completed their terms and were not
eligible for re-election. They were thanked
for their contributions to date with the
hope for many more years of dedicated
service to KJ in other capacities.

Presenting at the Annual Meeting

Credit for all photos in this article: Yossi Hoffman

70 NEW MEMBER HOUSEHOLDS
INDUCTED
n keeping with yearly tradition,
members of KJ gathered in the
Heyman Auditorim on Tuesday, April
24, for the Annual Synagogue Meeting. It
was an evening of welcomes and farewells.
To begin the program, Rabbi Elie
Weinstock skillfully wove an invocation
(which can be found on p.13) celebrating
the beginning of our 147th year with the
147th Psalm.
A beautiful rendition of the American
and Israeli national anthems by Cantor
Mayer Davis and the induction and
welcome to 70 new member households
followed. (A listing of the new members
appears on page 3 of this Bulletin.)
Then, with incomparable warmth,
Rabbi Lookstein recognized our milestone
anniversarians, recalling family histories
and communal contributions of each of the
celebrants.

Rabbi Manfred Rechtschaffen celebrates
50 years of membership with his family

KJ Members throughout the generations

The Schwalbe Family Anniversarians
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Three Regular Trustees’ terms expired
but they were eligible for re-election and
will continue to serve. They are: Saul
Burian, Alan Friedman and Alissa Shams.
Michael Bernstein, Nicole Fisher,
Jackie Marcus and Leah Modlin were
elected as new Regular Trustees.
.
ASSOCIATE TRUSTEES

Anniversarians Isaac & Bonnie Pollak

No Associate Trustees completed their
terms in 2018. Maeira Wertenschlag was
elected to fill the spot vacated by Eric
Gribetz who became an officer.
A MUSICAL TOUCH
The Kol Ram Community Chorus,
under the direction of Daniel Henkin,
provided a musical interlude immediately
following the presentation of officers.

Carla & Steven Tanz Celebrate 25 Years

50th Anniversarians Lillian & Elliott Eisman

A musically uplifting moment

ohexuga hn kfu
/vbuntc rucm hfrmc
/orfa okah v”cev

DECEASED MEMBERS
In a solemn moment, and with warmth
and sensitivity, Rabbi Lookstein then paid
tribute to twenty-three members of the
Congregation who were called to their
eternal reward since the 145th Annual
Meeting:
Anita Abowitz
Klaus Behr
Marcia Brody
Benjamin Brown
Sandy Eisenstat
Fanya Gottesfeld Heller
Joan & Irwin Hochberg
Dr. Bonnie Jacobson
Larry Levine
Esther Lobel
Sara Mandelbaum
Hadassah Markson
Gloria Mosesson
Francine Perlman
Bonnie Postel
Dr. Jay Rothschild
Martha Schessel
Nechi Shudofsky
Myrna Snyder
Dr. Lawrence Steinberg
Geraldine Stein
Jay Watnick
Esther Wohlgelernter

RAMAZ SCHOOL MEETING
Board Chair Dr. Phillip Wilner
presented the slate of Officers for the
Ramaz School. He thanked the Board
Members who completed their terms of
service and rotated off the Ramaz Board:

CHARTER TRUSTEES
Leora Mogilner
BOARD MEMBERS
Joshua Lookstein
The following Board members were reelected:
CHARTER TRUSTEES
Eli Dweck
Stephanie Freilich
Dana Hiltzik
Erica Schwartz
Tammy Winn
ALUMNI TRUSTEES
Andrew Rechtschaffen
COMMUNITY BOARD MEMBER
Margery Lehman
Randi Sultan
PARENT BOARD MEMBERS
Michael Gerber
Jason Kollender
Yaira Singer
The following people were elected to
serve on the Ramaz Board:
CHARTER TRUSTEES
Debbie Schwartz
COMMUNITY BOARD MEMBER
Sherri Libin
ALUMNI BOARD MEMBERS
Michael Englander
The following Honorary Board
Members were re-elected for a one year
period:
Harvey Beker
Fred Distenfeld
Lillian Eisman
David Gruenstein
Robert Kapito
Ilan Kaufthal
Dr. Jerry Kestenbaum
Gail Propp
The congregational membership in
attendance approved the slate of Ramaz
School trustees, after which Rabbi
Steinmetz closed the meeting with Sefirat
haOmer and a few words on the meaning
of counting. The 146th Annual Synagogue
Meeting was then adjourned and all were
invited to enjoy a delicious repast of
frankfurters, sauerkraut, and ice cold beer,
courtesy of Foremost Caterers.
Text of Rabbi Weinstock’s Invocation on page 13.
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I H AVE S EEN

THE

F UTURE

AND IT IS

N OW

“Kesher in the Main” Shabbat Beha’alotekha 5778 - Rabbi Elie Weinstock

L

ike any good road trip or family
vacation, there’s always a lot of
excitement in the beginning.
And then…comes the never-ending
refrain of “Are we there yet?”
For the Children of Israel in the desert,
that moment takes place in Parashat
Beha’alotekha.
After nearly a year encamped at Sinai
receiving the Torah, building the Mishkan,
learning how to line up and march, the
Jews are finally ready. Moshe tells Yitro,
“Nos’im anachnu - We are leaving!”
And then…
The Israelites start to complain about
the journey. Then they complain about the
manna and demand meat. We can almost
hear their voices coming through the
words of the Torah, “Are we there yet?!?”
Moshe loses patience. He goes as far as
to say, “Just kill me. I can’t take it
anymore.”
God decides to help Moshe out and
tells him to assemble 70 z’keinim, elders,
to assist him in leading the people.
It is as part of this process that we meet
Eldad and Medad. We’re not exactly sure
who they are or even exactly what
happens. They’re the only two individuals
named among those assembled to take on
any role, and these two upstarts make a big
impression by sharing their prophecy.
sshnu sskt rnthu vank sdhu .rhu
.vbjnc ohtcb,n
A young person runs to inform Moshe
that Eldad and Medad are prophesizing in
the camp that Moshe will die and that
Yehoshua will lead the people into Israel.
uhrjcn van ,rzn iub ic gauvh ighu
.otkf van hbst rnthu

Save
the
Date!

Joshua is angry at what he perceives as
their insolence in daring to say such a
thing. He urges Moshe to silence them.
Moshe is more relaxed about the report
of these youngsters talking about a future
which does not include him.
i,h hnu hk v,t tbenv van uk rnthu
ujur ,t ‘v i,h hf ohthcb ‘v og kf
.ovhkg
He says to Joshua, “Are you really so
worked up over Eldad and Medad and a
future without me? I wish every member
of the nation would be prophets infused
with the spirit of God.”
What’s going on here?
Moshe was so ready to lead Bnei
Yisrael forward into the land. Their
complaining was a crushing blow to his
confidence in the future of the Jewish
people. It was if he said, “I got them to this
point, and they’ve learned nothing at all!
They stand at the pinnacle of greatness as
God’s chosen people about to enter the
Promised Land, and they’re asking for
meat?!?”
God responded to Moshe by
encouraging him to have faith in the future.
There would be new voices who could
speak the language that the people would
understand and follow. God says,
“Assemble a committee of fresh faces.
You’ll see.”
That’s what Moshe does. And two of
these voices, Eldad and Medad, talk about
a future without Moshe. It may look a little
bit different. It may sound different, but
Eldad and Medad spoke about the future.
Yehoshua is horrified! “What?!? No
Moshe?!? Things may look different?
Things are great now. Why change

anything???”
Moshe, though, understands the
message that God had just taught him.
“Calm down, Yehoshua. There is a next
generation of leadership. I wish I could
have appreciated sooner what God meant.
They may use a different language different devices, these things called
emojis - and maybe they dress a little less
formally, but I have seen the future, and it
is now.”
This is exactly the message of inviting
the Kesher Minyan to join the Main
Service for this Shabbat. We have a
wonderful community at KJ. It includes
members - and non-members - of all ages
and backgrounds. Many of the
worshippers of the Main Service have been
at KJ for decades. We have gotten used to
an entrenched idea of what KJ is all about.
Kesher represents the future of our
congregation. We are getting younger!
Each week, hundreds of participants including dozens of boisterous children fill the 8th floor of the Ramaz Lower
School. Many neighborhood families
choose KJ as their synagogue because of
what we offer them. There is continuity.
Thank God, we have cracked the code
for creating a dynamic, inclusive
congregation incorporating both the
present and the voices of previous
generations. We are one community of
Ashkenazi and Sephardi; Beginner,
Intermediate, or expert; young and old. We
see that many different types of people and
demographics can forge a single
community.
We can see the future, and it is now.

Celebrating the musical legacy of
Chazan Mayer Davis
Saturday night, December 1, 2018
Ramaz Upper School, 60 East 78th Street at 8:00 pm

KJ
Annual
Dinner
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We wish the Class of 2018 continued success and personal growth
as they enter the following yeshivot and schools
to pursue their passion for learning and commitment
to Torah, Mitzvot, and Ahavat Yisrael.
Aish/Gesher | Bar Ilan Experience | The Hartmann Insti tute | Kivunim
Lev Aharon | Machon Maayan | Mevaseret | Midreshet Amit | Midreshet Harovah
Midreshet Lindenbaum | Midreshet Mevaseret Yerushalayim | Midreshet Moriah
Midreshet Torah v’Avodah | Midreshet Torah v’Chesed | Migdal Oz | Technion
Torat Shraga | Yeshivat Ashreinu | Yeshivat Har Etzion (Gush) | Yeshivat Netiv Aryeh
Yeshivat Orayta | Yeshivat Sha’arei Mevaseret Zion |Yeshivat Sha’alvim

Barnard College | Brandeis University | University of California, Los Angeles | University of Chicago
Columbia University | Univeristy of Connecticut | The Cooper Union | Cornell University
CUNY Baruch College | CUNY Brooklyn College | CUNY Hunter College | CUNY Macaulay Honors College
CUNY Queens College | Dartmouth College | Drexel University | Duke University
Emory University | Franklin & Marshall College | George Washington University
Harvard University | IDC Herzliya | Jewish Theological Seminary | Johns Hopkins University
University of Maryland, College Park | University of Miami | University of Michigan
Muhlenberg College | New York University | Northeastern University | University of Pennsylvania
Princeton University | University of Rochester | Rutgers University | Syracuse University | Tulane University
SUNY, Binghamton University | SUNY University at Buffalo | Yale University | Yeshiva University

ovhsh vagn kfc vjkmvu vfrc jkahu
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A C A D E M I C

H O N O R S

C O N G R E G AT I O N K E H I L AT H J E S H U R U N E X T E N D S A M A Z A L TO V TO . . . .
MELISSA ADLER, daughter of Amy Adler
and Elliott Adler, upon her graduation from
the Ramaz Upper School. Melissa will
attend Midreshet Amit in the fall and the
University of Pennsylvania upon her return
from Israel.

Memorial Award for outstanding work in
creative writing; the Danièle Gorlin
Lassner French Award for outstanding
ability in French; and a Photography Award
presented to graduating seniors for
excellence in photography. Noa-Sarah will
attend the University of Pennsylvania in
REBECCA ARATEN, daughter of Annette and the fall.
Dr. David Araten, upon her graduation
from the Ramaz Upper School as a JOSHUA BERMAN, son of Sara and Mark
recipient of the Ramaz Prize, given to the Bloom and David Berman, upon his
student who best exemplifies the ideals and graduation from the Ramaz Upper School
goals of a Ramaz education; the Renee as a recipient of the Beatrice and Murray
Margareten Berger Award in Judaic Kirschblat Holocaust Award, given to the
Studies, presented to the students who have students who have demonstrated a
achieved the highest academic averages; commitment to Holocaust awareness,
the Jesse Deutsch Tefillah Award for the especially in the areas of research and
seniors who have shown a demonstrable literature. Jacob will attend Duke
commitment to Tefillah throughout high University in the fall. Mazal Tov as well to
school; the Beatrice and Murray Kirschblat proud KJ grandparents Judy and Michael
Holocaust Award, given to the students Steinhardt.
who have demonstrated a commitment to
Holocaust awareness, especially in the NOAH BRILL, son of Judy Abel and
areas of research and literature; the Meyer Michael Brill, upon his graduation from the
Appleman Memorial Award for excellence Ramaz Upper School. Noah will attend
and commitment to religious studies; the Muhlenberg College in the fall.
Isaac Rappaport Bible Award, for
excellence in the study of Bible and SARAH COHEN, daughter of Gila and Hon.
commitment to its principles; the English David Cohen, upon her graduation from the
award presented to graduating seniors for Ramaz Upper School as a recipient of the
excellence in literature; the Spanish Award Drs. Gerald and Vicki Platt Award given to
for outstanding ability in Spanish; the the graduating seniors who demonstrate a
Debby Sacks Award for excellence in love of Am Yisrael and Medinat Yisrael as
performing arts; and a Rampage Award for expressed in the philosophy of religious
outstanding contributions to Rampage. A Zionism; and the Rabbi Joseph H.
National Merit Scholarship finalist, Lookstein Award for Personal Growth.
Rebecca will attend Harvard University in Sarah will attend Midreshet Sha’alvim in
the fall.
the fall and the Honors Program at Yeshiva
University’s Stern College for Women
ARIEL ATTIAS, daughter of Karine and Eric upon her return from Israel.
Attias, upon her graduation from the
Ramaz Upper School as a recipient of the DARA DOFT, daughter of Suzanne and
Danièle Gorlin Lassner French Award for Jacob Doft, upon her graduation from the
outstanding ability in French and a Letter Ramaz Upper School as a recipient of the
of Commendation from the National Merit Fannye Popkin Memorial Award for
Scholarship Program. Ariel will attend excellence in Fine Arts as well as a
Photography Award for excellence in
Dartmouth College in the fall.
photography. Dara will attend Kivunim in
NOA-SARAH ATTIAS, daughter of Karine the fall and Syracuse University upon her
and Eric Attias, upon her graduation from return. Mazal Tov to proud KJ
the Ramaz Upper School as a recipient of grandparents Arlene and Avrom Doft and
the Gilda Silverman Memorial Award Marion and William Weiss.
presented to the seniors who, with energy
and good humor, have demonstrated a JAMES DOFT, son of Abigail and David
commitment to learning as the language of Doft, upon his graduation from the Ramaz
their daily lives; the Edith Schrank Upper School as a recipient of the David

Kagan Memorial Award for the student
athletes who best exemplify the values of
sportsmanship and menschlichkeit both on
and off the playing field, as well as a
National Merit Scholarship Letter of
Commendation. James will attend Kivunim
in the fall and the University of
Pennsylvania upon his return. Mazal Tov to
proud KJ grandparents Arlene and Avrom
Doft.
GABRIEL FISHER, son of Nicole and Jeffrey
Fisher, upon his graduation from the
Ramaz Upper School. Gabriel will attend
Ashreinu in the fall and the University of
Michigan when he returns from Israel.
Mazal Tov to proud KJ grandmother
Shirley Boyarsky.
ORLI FOUZAILOFF, daughter of Ruth and
Rafael Fouzaillof, upon her graduation
from the Ramaz Upper School as a
recipient of the Sue Moskowitz Chesed
Award presented for demonstrating
exceptional concern for people and
kindness to those in need. Orli will attend
Midreshet Torah v’Chesed in the fall and
New York University upon her return from
Israel.
NAOMI FREILICH, daughter of Drs.
Stephanie and Jonathan Freilich, upon her
graduation from the Ramaz Upper School.
One of the Class Speakers, Naomi was a
recipient of the Renee Margareten Berger
Award in General Studies presented to the
students who have achieved the highest
academic averages; the Lillian Jacobs
Award for excellence in character and
dedication to the spirit of Jewish ethics; the
Rochelle Miller Sherut Award presented to
the graduating senior who, through
leadership and dedication, has generated
school spirit, contributed to the community,
and enhanced the quality of student life; the
Leonard Friedland Hebrew Language
Memorial Award for excellence in Hebrew
language and its literature; and a Yearbook
Award presented to graduating seniors for
outstanding contributions to the Yearbook.
A Letter of Commendation recipient from
the National Merit Scholarship program,
Naomi will attend Midreshet Lindenbaum
in the fall and Harvard University upon her
return from Israel. Mazal Tov to proud KJ
grandmother Estelle Freilich.
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A C A D E M I C
AVA HORNBLASS, daughter of Dr. Chani
Penstein and JJ Hornblass, upon her
graduation from the Ramaz Upper School
as a recipient of a Photography Award
presented to graduating seniors for
excellence in photography. Ava will attend
Barnard College in the fall. Mazal Tov to
proud KJ grandparents Ann and Hon.
Jerome Hornblass.
ABIGAIL HUEBNER, daughter of Dina and
Marshall Huebner, upon her graduation
from the Ramaz Upper School as a
recipient of the Boris Z. Gorlin Tikkun
Olam Award, presented to the senior who
strives through acts of tzedakah and
chesed to repair the world in the image of
God; Rifka Rosenwein Journalism Award
granted to the seniors who reflect a
commitment to a year of study in Israel
and excellence in journalism and writing;
the Meyer Appleman Memorial Award for
excellence and commitment to religious
studies; the Aron, Leah, and Leon
Swergold Memorial Award for excellence
in the study of Talmud; a History Award
presented to graduating seniors for
excellence in history; the Sidney
Scheinberg Award for Politics and Law for
commitment and outstanding performance
in politics and law; the Liselotte Samuel
Gorlin Award for Excellence in
Mathematics; and a Rampage award
presented to graduating seniors for
outstanding contributions to Rampage. A
National Merit Scholarship Program semifinalist, Abigail will attend Migdal Oz in
the fall and Harvard University upon her
return from Israel.
TALIA JOFFE, daughter of Diane and
Ashley Joffe, upon her graduation from
the University of Miami with a Masters
Science & Education (MS ED) in
Nutrition for Human Health and
Performance.
DEREK CONOR KORFF-KORN, son of Dr.
Janice Korff and Justin Korn, upon his
graduation from the Ramaz Upper School.
Derek, who received a merit scholarship,
will be attending the Yalow Scholars
Program at Hunter College for students
gifted in science and math in the fall.

H O N O R S

DREW KORN, son of Dr. Adina Korn and
Ronald Korn, upon his graduation from
the Ramaz Upper School. Drew was one
of the writers of “The Tower of Babel,” the
cantata performed at graduation, and he
will attend Franklin & Marshall College in
the fall.
BENJAMIN LEWITTES, grandson of Ruth
and Joel Lewittes, upon his graduation
from the University of Pennsylvania.
MAX LINDENBUAM, son of Ray and
Matthew
Lindenbaum,
upon
his
graduation from the Ramaz Upper School
as a recipient of the Richard E. Kobrin
Award for Excellence in Community
Service; and a National Merit Scholarship
Program Letter of Commendation. Max
will attend Duke University in the fall.
Mazal Tov to proud KJ grandfather
Marcel Lindenbaum.
SASSON LONNER, son of Leora Tanenbaum
and Jonathan Lonner, upon his graduation
from the Ramaz Upper School as a
recipient of
the Rabbi Joseph H.
Lookstein Award For Personal Growth;
and the Fannye Popkin Memorial Award
for excellence in Fine Arts. Sasson will
attend Muhlenberg College in the fall.
YAEL MAGID, daughter of Sandy and Dr.
Norman Magid, upon her graduation from
the University of Maryland with a
Bachelor of Science in Public Health

Science. She will attend the Technion
American Medical School in Haifa this
fall.
KYLA MINTZ, daughter of Dr. Elizabeth
Wallach and Victor Mintz, upon her
graduation from the Ramaz Upper School.
A recipient of the Gertrude Lookstein
Eishet Chayil Award given to the senior
class women who best integrate modern
ideals of womanhood with traditional
Jewish life, Kyla will attend Midreshet
Torah v’Avoda in the fall and Binghamton
University upon her return from Israel.
DYLAN MODLIN, daughter of Wendy and
Adam Modlin, upon her graduation from
the Ramaz Upper School. She will attend
Midreshet Moriah in the fall and the
University of Miami upon her return from
Israel. Mazal Tov to proud KJ
grandparents Leah and Barrie Modlin.
LILIAN PRAVDA, daughter of Joy and
Philip Pravda, upon her graduation from
the Ramaz Upper School as a recipient of
the Richard E. Kobrin Award for
Excellence in Community Service. Lillian
will attend the JTS/Columbia Joint
Program in the fall.
BRIANNA RUBINSTEIN, daughter of Esther
Buterman and Kenneth Rubinstein, upon
her graduation from the Ramaz Upper
School as a recipient of the David Kagan
Memorial Award presented to the student
(continued on page 20)

YOM HASHOAH COMMEMORATED

ON

APRIL 11

ova Friedman was one of the youngest children liberated from Auschwitz. At this year’s
Holocaust Remembrance Program: The Last Jewish Child, Ms. Friedman shared her
remarkable story. Following our annual candle lighting ceremony and a moving musical
presentation by the Ramaz chorus, Ms. Friedman recalled the years of hunger and fear in
the ghetto and the moment she was branded A27633 as a five-year-old child when she was
brought to Auschwitz. She lived with the impression that being born Jewish was a crime for
which you had to pay with your life, and credits her mother for keeping
her alive.

T
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US Embassy Opening in Jerusalem - A Firsthand Account
by Rabbi Elie Weinstock

n May, I accompanied the Ramaz 8th grade on
their class trip to Israel for the twelfth time. I
stayed an extra day to attend the opening of the
US Embassy in Jerusalem on May 14. Due to my
role with the New York Board of Rabbis and a
friendship with a key embassy official, I was one of
the 800 people in attendance for that historic day.
From being handed a hi-tech cup of water that
was generated from the air (an Israeli innovation),
to the police escorting our bus, to the cool swag,
everyone in attendance was extremely excited and
moved by the experience. Some even came to
Israel just for the day.
Prime Minister Netanyahu exhorted the crowd,
“Remember this moment! This is history!” When
Ambassador David Friedman announced,
“Welcome to the US Embassy in Jerusalem,
Israel!” the crowd went wild! It felt like a second
day of Yom Yerushalayim!
Why is the opening of the embassy in Jerusalem
such a big deal?
Jerusalem inspires us and gives us pride.
Jerusalem encompasses the past, present, and
future of the Jewish people. It is the place towards
which Jews have - literally and figurativelydirected their hearts for millennia. Jerusalem is the
place where we have the strongest possibility for
connection with God and Judaism. It’s like the spot
where the WiFi is strongest.
Jerusalem is the capital of Judaism and the
Jewish people. To borrow Pastor John Hagee’s
term, Jerusalem is the heartbeat of Israel.

I

Recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital
and the opening of the embassy makes our heart
beat faster.
I look at the significance of the opening of the
US Embassy in Jerusalem in the following way:
On the original Yom Yerushalayimin 1967, Israel
declared, “Har Ha-Bayit B’Yadeinu!” The Jewish
people reunited our Holy City, and Jerusalem
was, once again, ours. Israel was not looking for
a response from the rest of the world to affirm
“Yes, Jerusalem is yours.” The fact is, we don’t
need anyone else’s recognition. Nevertheless, on
May 14, 2018, the United States of America
issued a very public validation of Israel’s de facto
declaration fifty-one years ago. For that, we owe
President Trump and his administration our
gratitude.
The opening of the US Embassy in Jerusalem
is a moment of pride in the fact that America has
taken a tangible step in acknowledging what we
know in our hearts: Jerusalem is our capital. We
know how important Jerusalem is; it’s nice to see
that validated by the world’s lone superpower.
The opening of the embassy in Jerusalem
hasn’t made our lives easier. We still face an
insidious enemy seeking to undermine our right
to exist. At the same time, it reinforces the fact
that the Jewish people and the State of Israel are
making progress.
Namshich hal’ah! Let us continue forward in
our Jewish mission.

KJ Takes Shabbat to the Street!
“The beauty of Shabbat should be shared with all,
so we brought Shabbat to the streets,” enthused Rabbi Daniel Kraus, KJ’s Director
of Community Education. It was in this spirit that thousands of people stopped by
KJ’s booth at the First Avenue Street Festival on Shabbat, June 2, to enjoy grape
juice, challah rolls, rugelach, candy, and cold water. Hundreds of people made the
Kiddush and Ha-motzi blessings and lots of questions about Judaism were
answered. Our 6-foot long challah was a big hit - it was devoured to the last
crumb!
The whole effort was a true Kiddush HaShem. Many noted how impressed
they were that a local synagogue would bring Shabbat to the street. KJ brought
the Shabbat spirit and a positive Jewish vibe to thousands of Upper East
Side residents, demonstrating that KJ is truly at the forefront of community
engagement. Using new methods and venues to reach out to less engaged
Jews and to move beyond the Synagogue walls is the best way to meet the people
where they are. To learn more about KJ’s outreach track of services, classes and events, contact Beginners@CKJ.org.
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KJ SISTERHOOD:

A Season of Giving

T

he 2017-2018 programming season
closed with two great events:

Meet the Author: Amy Silverstein,
author of her memoir,
My Glory Was I Had Such Friends
Rita Woldenberg arranged
for
author
Amy
Silverstein to join us in
Rita’s home to speak
about her best-selling
novel, My Glory Was I
Had Such Friends. Over
30 women, of all ages,
came together to meet Amy
and hear her inspirational story
about survival, faith and, most of all,
friendship. We thank Amy for sharing her
story and look forward to watching the
upcoming TV series based on Amy’s moving
memoir.
Annual Spring Luncheon
Sarah Bierman, Shira
Baruch, Judy Kahn,
Elisa Septee Lunzer and
Yvonne
Koppel
partnered to chair the
Sisterhood’s
annual
fundraiser,
themed
Giving. Held on April
29th, attendance was a record
high at 188 attendees. The highlight of the
luncheon was honoring former Sisterhood
President Riva Alper. Women from the shul
shared inspirational stories about Riva’s
involvement in KJ community life and a
beautiful piece of art created by Sarah
Bierman, was presented to Riva. Sisterhood
is extraordinarily grateful to everyone who so
generously participated and donated to the
luncheon.
Every female KJ Synagogue member
is a member of the KJ Sisterhood.
Whether you are new to KJ or a long-standing
member, it is never too late to participate in
KJ Sisterhood. Get involved with us to learn,
to do chesed, to build friendships, and to feel
connected to our community in a meaningful
way. Email us at KJSisterhood@CKJ.org.
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INVOCATION AT THE 146TH ANNUAL
KJ SYNAGOGUE MEETING
by Rabbi Elie Weinstock
Eternal God: As our congregation begins its 147th year, let us invoke the 147th
Psalm and offer thanks to You for our beloved KJ and gratitude for our
accomplishments.
:vkv, vutb ohgb hf ubhvk-t vrnz cuy hf v-h ukkv
It is good to chant hymns to God; it is pleasant to sing glorious praise.
Tonight, we assemble in the synagogue in which we raise our voices in song
and prayer inspired by one who has led us in worship for nearly 30 years.
:usxjk ohkjhnv ,t uhtrh ,t ‘v vmur
The Lord values those who fear Him, those who depend on His faithful care.
We recognize the privilege of being part of a community dedicated to the
reverence of God and the performance of Mitzvot. We welcome the many new
members who expand our Kehila Kedosha, our sacred congregation, dedicated
to Torah Judaism. We celebrate those who have contributed decades to benefit
KJ, and we remember those who have passed on since last we met.
:iuhm lhvk-t hkkv ‘v ,t okaurh hjca
O Jerusalem, glorify the Lord praise your God, O Zion!
Just days after Israel’s 70th birthday and in anticipation of Yom Yerushalayim,
we are acutely aware of the many reasons we have to praise God. We live
during incredible times of opportunity, and we recommit ourselves to doing
our utmost on behalf of America, Israel, and all humanity.
:o,ucmgk acjnu ck hrucak tprv
God heals broken hearts, and binds up wounds.
We rededicate ourselves to the mission of following in God’s ways - of
compassion and kindness. We strengthen our resolve to give, to heal, to make
others welcome.
:lcrec lhbc lrc lhrga hjhrc ezj hf
For God made your gates strong, and blessed your children within you.
We extend our gratitude to all those who keep KJ strong - officers, trustees,
clergy, and professionals.
We celebrate banayich b’kirbeich - the hundreds of young families and children
who enliven us with their presence and keep us young. We take pride in the
Ramaz School - which educates our children and helps ensure the Jewish
future.
!v-hukkv/// hud kfk if vah tk
God has not done all of this for everyone. We are truly blessed.
For all these reasons and more, we praise God, and pray for continued blessing
in our efforts to live in accordance with God’s eternal teachings and to enable
meaningful Jewish living for all within our midst. Amen.
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CALL YOUR MOTHER
continued from page 1

wind. Being in a hurry is a moment of
fixation on katnut when we forget the big
picture.
Small mindedness is far more common
today. Our smartphones are designed to
make us constantly focus on the
immediate, and social media is calibrated
to get us to constantly check for the newest
selfies and tweets. At the same time, an
overabundance of choice has us fixating
on insignificant details. Everything we
want can be customized
in endless ways; and
these choices offer
more confusion than
comfort. There are
times
where
both
options are excellent,
and yet we are upset if
we don’t get exactly
what we want. I have
been at weddings where
the bride was upset
about the tablecloths, because they weren’t
what she ordered; and so on the happiest
day of her life, instead of celebrating her
new marriage, she is lamenting the
mismatched linens.
While we wade through an endless
stream of appointments, emails, and
tablecloth choices, we are so bombarded
with details we forget…. to call our
mothers. That is the wisdom of this saying:
we forget to call our mothers because we
get caught up in the urgent but
unimportant details of our lives.
So how do we evade fixation, the small
minded katnut of the soul? With Coach
Bryant’s second sentence: “I wish I
could.”
This lesson is the foundation of all
practical wisdom: one day we will die.
Mortality demands that we live life
thoughtfully; as Marcus Aurelius put it:
Live each day as if it were your last. Or, as
Rabbi Tarphon put it in an earlier
statement: The day is short and the work is
great.
Here too, the advice sounds simple, but
is not. The Talmud (Pesachim 54a)
explains that our mortality is hidden from
us. In other words, we don’t believe every
day is our last. We have a psychological
blind spot, and instinctively repress any

thoughts of our own mortality. Sigmund
Freud, in Reflections on War and Death,
notes that:
We cannot, indeed, imagine our own
death; whenever we try to do so we find
that
we
survive
ourselves
as
spectators….. in the unconscious, every
one of us is convinced of his immortality.
No person can imagine his own death,
because in our imagination, we are always
a spectator to the scene, very much alive
while observing our own funeral! This is
why we don’t live each day as if it were
our last: because
we really don’t
believe it to be
true.
But what does
one do when they
really know it is
their last day?
Peggy
Noonan
wrote a powerful
column in 2006
about the final messages people left during
the 9/11 tragedy, when they were aware of
what was going to happen. She noted that:
People said what counted, what
mattered. It has been noted that there is no
record of anyone calling to say, “I never
liked you,” or, “You hurt my feelings.” No
one negotiated past grievances or said,
“Vote for Smith.” Amazingly -- or not -there is no record of anyone damning the
terrorists or saying “I hate them.”
Noonan explains: “Crisis is a
great editor.”
The messages from those
in their last moments of
life on 9/11 are moving,
because they are true
examples of what it
means to live each day
as your last.
t Flight 93 flight
attendant Ceecee Lyles,
33 years old, left an
answering-machine
message to her husband:
Please tell my children that I
love them very much. I’m sorry,
baby. I wish I could see your face
again.
t Capt. Walter Hynes from Ladder 13
(down the street from KJ), dialed home

I learned more from
my mother’s chicken
soup
than I did
in all my years
in Rabbinical school.

that morning as his rig left the firehouse
and said: I don’t know if we’ll make it out.
I want to tell you that I love you and I love
the kids.
t Shimmy Beigeleisen on the 97th
floor of the south tower, spoke to his
family and his friends. In his last moments
on the phone, in a voice hoarse with
smoke, he recited the 24th Psalm (in
Hebrew) with them, beginning with the
words: “Of David a Psalm. The earth is
the Lord’s, and all that is in it ...”
These vignettes demonstrate what
really is meant by “living every day as
your last,” to focus exclusively on love,
meaning, and spirituality.
Years ago, I officiated at a funeral
where in the son’s eulogy, he mentioned
that even though he lived out of town, he
had called his mother every day. After the
funeral I got into my car, and thought to
myself: I never do that. I was living in
Montreal, and I called my mother in
Monsey perhaps once a week. And so I
started, right there in the car, to call my
mother every day, and to put my kids on
the phone so they could say hello, and did
so until the end of my mother’s life. I was
lucky to learn that lesson before it was too
late. And this lesson is critical: never
neglect now what you might regret later.
A final lesson from this quote is about
something simpler: why do we call our
mothers? Because they make a difference.
Sometimes parents are called
upon to be heroes. Think of
Hadar Goldin’s parents,
who have put their
own lives on hold to
search for a way to
return their son’s
body home.
Most parents
have smaller, yet
significant tasks
to fulfill. They
listen, hug away
tears,
drive
carpools, buy ice
cream,
and
make
dinner.
Small deeds may seem
small, but make a big difference, because
no good deed is small. Maimonides
contends we should always view the world
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as evenly balanced between good and evil,
and see each good deed we do as the one
that might tip the world from the side of
evil to the side of good; and even the
smallest deed can tip the world to the side
of good. It is parents who excel as those
small, world-changing good deeds. As one
Rabbi once put it: “I learned more from
my mother’s chicken soup than I did in all
my years in Rabbinical school.”
Yes, even a favorite food recipe can
make a big difference. Barbara Sofer
writes about one such story.1
Pvt. Shimon Ohana, on his first combat
assignment, leapt forward to protect a
child and took a bullet in the chest. When
he arrived at Hadassah-University
Hospital he was initially declared dead.
After surgery and treatments, the medical
team was able to revive Pvt. Ohana. But
his recovery stalled because Shimon
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refused to eat. They spoke to his mother
Rahel, and found out that Shimon was a
picky eater. So the surgeon asked her:
what does your son like to eat? Well, only
her homemade meatballs. So Mrs. Ohana
was sent home to Beersheba to cook her
son spicy Moroccan meatballs.
The next morning she returned with
the meatballs, and she started to feed her
son. As Sofer describes it: “When Shimon
finished his first meatball, he made awful
gulping sounds. At first Rahel thought
she’d injured her son, but then she realized
he simply wanted more. His doctor
nodded. Shimon swallowed another
meatball and made the same scary sounds.
Four meatballs later he was calm and
quiet.
Before long he left the hospital on his
own two feet.”
The story continues to a happy ending,

with Shimon recovering, getting married,
and having children.
Perhaps this is the first time a mother’s
meatballs saved a child’s life. Or maybe
it’s not; the little things mothers do are
much larger than they appear at the time.
And with this final lesson, we have
completed our exploration of Bear
Bryant’s simple yet profound lesson:
t Remember not to get tangled up in
life and forget to do the important things
t Remember that we don’t have a
lifetime to get those important things
done.
t And sometimes the most important
things to do are little things, like the little
things mothers do for us.
So call your mother. I sure wish I
could call mine.
1The Human Spirit: Brit In Beersheba,
Jerusalem Post, November 8, 2007

LEARN HEBREW IN TIME FOR THE HIGH HOLY DAYS!
Our Crash Course in Hebrew Reading and our Intermediate Hebrew Class will have you reading better in time for Rosh Hashanah.
Taught by master teacher Sara Rosen, these classes are perfect for those who have no background or as a review for those who wish
to brush up on their skills. Co-sponsored by NJOP. For more information, please call 212-774-5678

KJ/RAMAZ CELEBRATES ISRAEL ON JUNE 3

Photo Credit: Mara Lassner/Rebecca Feit
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MOTHER AND DAUGHTER

Dr. Carolyn Hiltebeitel Feingold

y husband, Orrin and I first
began going to AIPAC 12 or 13
years ago. We started taking our
older kids when they were in sixth grade,
and since then it has become a family
tradition,
sometimes
with
three
generations in attendance including my inlaws. My first impression of AIPAC was
that there is such a diverse group of people
there to lobby in support of Israel. I
expected lots of NY Jews, but there are
Jews of all sorts from all over the US as
well as Christians of many denominations
and ethnicities. Going to AIPAC every
year is a chance to renew our energy in
support of Israel. It’s a big pep rally for
Israel and demonstrates to our children
how important Israel is to our family, our
KJ community and the wider Jewish and
American communities as well.
Over the years we’ve heard about the
Star Wars missile defense system before it

M

was fully funded and became a reality.
We’ve heard about Israeli relations with
various countries including India and
many of the African countries. I went once
to a lecture on genetic markers that can be
traced back through the Sephardi and
Ashkenazi lines to a common ancestor
who came out of the Middle East. There
are a multitude of topics to explore, and
every year we learn something new.
This year’s AIPAC Policy Conference
highlights included uplifting speeches by
Nikki Haley, Natan Sharansky and
Benjamin Netanyahu. We heard interesting
talks on renewable energy in Israel
including electric and self-driving cars.
Orrin and I listened to Nitsana DarshanLeitner from the Israeli law center, Shurat
HaDin who is fighting terrorism in a
unique way by suing banks that hold
money for terrorists and winning hundreds
of millions of dollars in court.

Our kids went to groups to help support
them in lobbying for Israel on their
respective campuses. We heard about all
sorts of technological innovations coming
out of Israel including new waterconserving irrigation systems and how the
IDF has new tunnel- busting technology to
find and destroy tunnels coming out of
Gaza. We even got to visit with puppies
from the Israeli Guide Dog Center which
was a highlight since we are a guide dog
puppy-raising family and had visited the
center in Israel three years ago for my
daughter, Daniella’s Bat Mitzvah.
AIPAC is a spring tradition in our
family. It’s our annual trip to our nation’s
capital to remind us of all the reasons why
Israel is so important to our people as a
Jewish state, and to the world as a beacon
of innovation, chesed, and hope.

Some of the over 200 KJ/Ramaz faces who participated in AIPAC’s inspiring and informative Policy Conference, led by Lisa and Senior Rabbi Chaim Steinmetz,
Audrey & Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, and Rabbis Elie Weinstock and Daniel Kraus. Join next year’s delegation! Mark your calendars now for March 24-26, 2019

KJ SYNAGOGUE MEMBERSHIP:
BE A PART OF THE JEWISH
PEOPLE
Contact KJ Executive Director
Leonard Silverman
at 212-774-5680 or LSS@CKJ.org

ISRAEL ACTION
Check out “Artzeinu”
The Weekly Israel News Update at http://artzeinu.org
The Artzeinu Team
Raanan Gononsky, Bennett R. Katz,
Karen Lerman, and JJ Hornblass
This site provides easy access to numerous news sources
and videos, and is well organized by general topic.
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EXPERIENCES AT AIPAC
the view from a college student

I

first started going to AIPAC with my family when I was in middle school. I have
lots of fond memories of AIPAC, going to D.C. and hanging out with my family
and friends. When I was a senior in high school, I remember AIPAC felt like a camp
reunion. All of my friends were there, even ones I didn’t usually see. This past year
as a freshman in college, I made it a personal mission of mine to attend AIPAC.
Although I had classes, I felt that my year in Israel had made me all the more attuned
to how important the U.S. Israel relationship is. Additionally, after being involved with
an Israel club on campus, I knew I would do anything to become more informed
about how I could advocate for Israel. I went out of my way to stay at AIPAC for the
full three days so I could lobby.
I never realized how important going to AIPAC was until BDS came to Barnard’s
campus. This year the Student’s for Justice in Palestine (SJP) and the Jewish Voice for
Peace (JVP) student groups brought forward a proposal to have Barnard divest its
endowment from certain companies doing business with Israel. To make a long story
short, there was overwhelming opposition from the Jewish community, especially
from the club most closely aligned with AIPAC but little opposition from the wider
Barnard community. The student government (SGA) went ahead with a student wide
vote (referendum) in favor of divestment without even hearing both sides of the
argument. Our club fought for weeks, tabling and even knocking on doors, repeating
Two Members
“Vote No.”
of the Feingold Family Delegation
These events struck me hard but also opened my eyes to how many students are uninformed. My experience through
AIPAC gave me confidence that I was right and could argue my case, that I knew my stuff. I knocked on doors and felt
empowered. At a club meeting I talked about my experience from the AIPAC student session on BDS. I shared that as much
as JVP and SJP were trying to bring about a divestment, they were also trying to make us feel small and outnumbered. At
Barnard, Jews aren’t a small minority, and I wanted everyone to remember that. Although the ultimate vote turned out widely
in favor of divestment, the school has since announced that they will not heed any student recommendation on this issue. I
know that AIPAC impacted how I viewed my entire referendum experience.
Right before Congresswoman Carolyn Maloney came in to speak at our lobbying session, a women next to me asked who
I was and what school I went to. When I told her, she responded, “Wow you are really on the front lines.” At the time I smiled,
shrugged, and assumed that people exaggerated how bad things were. But indeed she hadn’t. I had yet to see apartheid week
and the protests that would come on Yom Hashoah. Students really need AIPAC because they need the education and the
support so that they can stand up for Israel and educate others on the finer points of politics in the Middle East.

A HIGH HOLY DAY SERVICE UNLIKE ANY OTHER!
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur Services for those in search of a more informative and inspirational experience:
K
K
K
K
K
K

No knowledge of Hebrew necessary
Questions and Answers
Historical Overviews
Great Kiddush following Rosh Hashanah services
Traditional prayers and a modern message
Over 100 Shofar Blasts
Services will be conducted at the
Gottesman Center-Ramaz Middle School
Lindenbaum Gymnasium
114 East 85th Street

Rosh Hashanah morning services will be held on
Monday and Tuesday, September 10th and 11th at 8:00 am
Kol Nidre services will be held at 6:30 pm on Tuesday
night, September 18th followed by Yom Kippur services at
9:00 am the next morning.

For Information Contact:
212-774-5678
or
Beginners @CKJ.org
Tickets only $60
No membership required!
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A SUMMER FAREWELL FROM JYC PRINCIPAL ARIANA SOLOVEY-MIZRAHI

I

t’s hard to believe that the JYC year
came to an end. What a fabulous year
full of learning and Jewish
experiences we have had together!
We are celebrating the end of our
school year on Yom Yerushalayim
(Jerusalem Day). Yom Yerushalayim is an
Israeli
national
holiday
commemorating
the
reunification of Jerusalem and
the establishment of Israeli
control over the Old City in
June 1967. The Chief Rabbinate
of Israel declared this day a
religious holiday to thank God
for Israel’s victory in the SixDay War and for answering the
2,000-year-old prayer of “Next
Year in Jerusalem.”
Jerusalem represents the
Jewish continuity. It is our
capital city that unites our
people
thoughout
the
generations - yesterday, today
and tomorrow. In a sense, JYC
represents the very same ideas.
Since its founding, JYC has taken a
groundbreaking approach to Hebrew
School. We meet on Sunday, when
students are fresh and rested, as opposed
to the late afternoon after a full day of
school. We provide each student a Big
Brother/Sister so that Hebrew language
can be taught in an individualized setting.
We place emphasis on learning Judaism in
a joyful, hands-on way.

Scheduling Your Family’s
Bar or Bat Mitzvah
If you are celebrating
a Bar or Bat Mitzvah at KJ between
September 2019 and June 2020,
please contact Riva Alper
in the synagogue office at 212-774-5670
or Riva@CKJ.org to reserve specific rooms
for your services, celebratory
meals/kiddushes, and other functions.
We are booking synagogue programming
now, and do not want you to be closed out
from your preferred venues.

At JYC, our students explore and
connect with their Jewish roots, history,
traditions and holidays and have the
opportunity to engage in dialogue about
what it means to be Jewish yesterday,
today, and tomorrow. We are blessed with
a great, devoted faculty. Our teachers,

carefully prepare and implement exciting
classes for the children each week. Our
special programs provide our school with
hands on activities and the possibility to
come together as a school and a
community.
At JYC, we teach our children not to
be mere spectators but to take an active
role in Jewish life.
JYC is growing! This year, we
inaugurated a mid-week program for

students to study on Tuesdays for those
families interested in enrichment
opportunities. We also make our tutors
available to any Jewish family who wants
to continue studying over the summer.
Who could ask for anything more? We
can, and we will.
All of this would not be
possible without the dedicated
teachers and tutors of JYC. We
thank our founders and supporters,
Susan and Scott Shay. Last but not
least, Rabbi Netanel Goldstein is
JYC’s shining star. He works hard
and puts his heart into bringing our
school to the next level. Netanel
works with me shoulder to
shoulder to see that our students get
a solid Jewish education. He is
passionate and devoted, and is an
enthusiastic
and
dedicated
educator.
Thank you to our wonderful
students, for they are the ones who
make JYC a reality. Thank you for
your inspiring enthusiasm to learn and the
contagious smiles you bring every
Sunday.
Thank you, parents, for trusting us
with this holy mission to teach your
children Judaism. We embrace this
commitment with the outmost respect and
devotion.
We wish everyone a happy and restful
vacation and we hope to see you all,
please God, in September.

If you think you
know what
Hebrew School
is...
Think again!
wBar/Bat Mitzvah Program
wJewish Holidays,Traditions & Heritage
wFamily Learning Experiences
wOne-on-one Hebrew Tutoring
Our Sunday Hebrew School is accepting fall enrollments
for children entering Kindergarten through Bar/Bat Mitzvah age.
Contact 212-774-5692 or JYC@CKJ.org for more information.
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THE 146th YEAR OF CONGREGATION KEHILATH JESHURUN
A RETROSPECTIVE
SHABBAT SCHOLARS
wRabbi Richard Hidary
wRabbi Dr. Jeremy Wieder
wRabbi Saul Berman
SEUDAH SHLISHIT
GUEST SPEAKERS
wRabbi Yamin Levy
wAdam Friedman
wSgt. Benjamin Anthony
wLt. Col. Tiran Attia
wDavid Lobel
wIsaac Sherman
wKalman Samuels
wLarry Adolf
wDr. Sharon Goldman
wChaim Edelstein
wProfessor Gil Troy
wRabbi Avi Rath
wScott Shay
wRabbi Joe Wolfson
HOLIDAY EVENTS
wTeshuva Shiur
by Rabbi Ari Berman
wShabbat Shuva Drasha
by Rabbi Chaim Steinmetz
wSukkot Meals
wWomen’s Tefillah Service
wWomen’s Megillat Esther Reading
wPurim Mishloach Manot
wShabbat HaGadol Drasha
by Rabbi Chaim Steinmetz
wYom Hashoah Program
wTekes Ma’avar/Yom HaZikaron
Program
wYom Ha’Atzmaut Services
and Bar-b-que
wShavuot Dinner & Tikkun Leyl
wYom Yerushalayim Services
MEN’S CLUB
Kiddush Discussions:
wProstate Cancer Awareness: Research
and Approaches to a Cure w/ Ed
Randall and Dr. David Wise
wThe Truth About Jerusalem:
Settlements, Occupation, and
Palestinian Statehood w/ Morton A.
Klein
wMy Plans for New York w/ Nicole
Malliotakis
wMaking New York Great Again
w/ Rebecca Harary
wThe True Meaning of Anti-Zionism
and Anti-Semitism w/ Dr. Nick Gura
wFrom Delaware to Sussia: Living the
Dream w/ Natalie Sopinsky
wHear Our Voice: One Israel
w/ author, attorney Howard Teich
wGet Smart! Sugar is not as Sweet as
You Think -- and More Nutrition
Secrets w/ Dr. Lisa Young
wThe Jewish People: Between Fate and

Destiny! w/ Rabbi Avraham Krieger

wThe View of “Dreamers” from a

Jewish Lens: A Personal DACA Story
Told by a Jewish Dreamer w/ Elias
Rosenfeld
wDid the Exodus Really Happen?
w/ Scott Shay
wHave an Electrifying Seder: Three
New Divine Insights from our 3,200Year-Old Tradition w/ Dr. Nick Gura
wConfessions of a Jewish Broadcaster
w/ Zev Brenner
wSupreme Court Developments on
Religious Liberty: Reflections of a
Supreme Court Practitioner
w/ Nat Lewin
wWater Politics in the Middle East
w/ Israel Max
wExploring Jewish Communities
Around the World w/ Dr. Cheryl
Fishbein and Phil Schatten
wThe “New Spirit” of Jerusalem at 70
w/ Inbar Weiss
wThe Journey of a Jewish Family That
Stayed in Poland After the Shoah
w/ Sanuel Konig
wFrom Murder to Museums: Nazi
Looted Art in America w/ attorney
Raymond Dowd
wIntersectionality, Microagressions and
Safe Spaces: The New Sacred Terms of
Campus Life and What They Mean for
Jewish Students w/ Rabbi Joe Wolfson
and Rabbi Pinny Rosenthal
Films:
Brightness of Noon: The Intersect of
Faith, Immigration and Refugees Part I
w/ Emmy Award filmmaker Dr. Debra
Gonsher Vinik
wBen Gurion- Epilogue
Programming Potpourri:
wLower East Side Walking Tour
w/ Alvin Broome
wArt Exhibition w/ Israeli Artist Batya
Gevaryahu
wSponsorship of weekly Seudot
Shlishit
Supper Lectures:
wHarpoon: Inside the Covert War
Against Terrorism’s Money Masters, a
book signing w/ Nitsana DarshanLeitner, founder of Shurat haDin
SISTERHOOD
wPre-Holiday Boutiques
wBook Club
If All the Seas Were Ink w/ Author
Ilana Kurshan
My Glory Was I Had Such Friends
w/ Amy Silverstein
wStress Reduction Workshop
wChallah and l’Chaim w/ Dr. Hillel

2017-2018

Grossman of Mt. Sinai’s Memory and wSimchat Torah/Shavuot Student
Aging Center
Divrei Torah
wMuseum Tours of
wShabbat of Song with Eitan Katz
SOTHEBY’S : Judaica Art Tour
wKJ Conversations
THE JEWISH MUSEUM: Isaac Mizrahi, An wAIPAC Policy Conference
Unruly History
wKristallnacht: Lecture by Prof. David
G. Roskies
wGiving: Annual Spring Luncheon,
honoring Riva Alper
wKislev Farbrengen
wPreparation of local houses of
wOperation L’Hitraot Israel Pesach
mourning & Mourner’s First Meal
Trip
wChevra Kadisha Seudah Shlishit
KESHER
wKJ Annual Dinner
wShemini Atzeret Lunch
wIsrael Bonds Shabbat
wUJA@KJ
wThe Yiddish Schmoozers
wShira and Friends Concert
wLunch and Learn
wTot Shabbat
wCollege Connection
wMovie Night
wWidow Connections
wYoga with Aliza Stone and Nutrition wBDS Panel Discussion
Program with Samantha Hass
wDorot Package Deliveries
wNew Mothers Evening
wHavdalah and Ice Skating in Central
Park
wProgressive Dinner
wYesh Tikva Infertility Awareness
wMission to Berlin and Prague
with Yoetzet Halakha Julia Baruch
wBelev Echad program welcoming
Israel IDF Heroes
wShabbat Meals for New Parents
wLiving Room Learning
wTorat Eretz Yisrael Yom Iyun
wJNFuture Purim Planting Party
BEGINNERS
wPurim Party
wKJ Hosts Kesher Families
wJewish Youth Connection
wCPR Class
wHoliday Workshops
wChallah Bake
wPJ at KJ Tashlich
wFriday Night Live! Service &
AM HASEFER
Dinners
wSurvivors Club: The True Story of a wHebrew Reading Crash Courses
Very Young Prisoner of Auschwitz w/
wChanukah Lighting in the Park
Michael Bornstein and Debbie
wNJOP Shabbat Across America
Bornstein Holinstat
wSukkah Dinner Under the Stars
wHello Refugees w/ author Tuvia
wPassover Seder
Tenenbom
wModel Seder
wJewish Learning Institute
GUEST PULPIT SPEAKERS
wPurim Party
wRabbi Yamin Levy
wDr. Simha Goldin
YOUTH ACTIVITIES
wRabbi Michael Khaloo
wSukkah Hop
wRabbi Chaim Yanetz
wTeen Minyan NCSY JUMP (Jewish
wEric Goldstein (Sephardic Service)
Unity Mentoring Program) Shabbaton
wAmbassador Dani Dayan
wParent/Child Melaveh Malkah
wDr. Tova Ganzel
wPurim Party/Purim Carnival
wHon. Steve Israel
wFall and Spring Shabbatonim
wProfessor Gil Troy
wTeen Shabbat Dinners
wRabbi Meyer Laniado (Sephardic
wTeen Oneg
Service)
wOpen Gym Programs
wShabbat morning and afternoon
SPECIAL EVENTS &
Youth Groups
PROGRAMS
wGirls’ Night In
wYonina Concert
wSeudah Shlishit/Pirkei Avot Series
wSeymour Propp Memorial Lecture
wTefillah Together/ Family Dinner
wSoul Cycle w/ Rachel Kraus
wMovie Nights
wCommunity Together Shabbat Dinner wShavuot Torah Bee
wYachad Shabbaton
wBasketball and Softball Sports
wMitzvah Toy Fund
Leagues
wBlood Drive
wChanukah Learning w/ Rabbi Sam
Shor
wAnnual Synagogue Meeting
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SUMMER TASTE OF TORAH AT KJ
The perfect recipe to satisfy any spiritual or intellectual appetite.
Come and feast your souls!
Taught by Rabbi Yossi Weiser

TUESDAYS - JULY 10, 17, 24
AMERICAN JEWRY’S ADOLESCENCE- 1881-1921, 6:30 -7:15 PM
With the massive emigration from Eastern Europe, Jews
had to reconfigure to face the realities of the Golden Land. Examine
Jewish Socialism along with Conservative, Reform, and Orthodoxy as
they struggled to confront the new challenges to our faith.
MY SERVANT DAVID, 7:20 - 8:00 PM
A study of King David, the most beloved Biblical figure, and his
weaknesses and strengths as expressed though the Book of Psalms.

WEDNESDAYS, JULY 11, 18, 25
A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE IRGUN AND STERN GANG:
FREEDOM FIGHTERS OR TERRORISTS?, 6:30 -7:15 PM
How can we understand the violent actions undertaken
in the efforts to create a Jewish State?
THIS WEEK’S PARSHA & YOU - 7:20 - 8:00 PM
Encounter the ever eternal and relevant lessons
of the weekly Torah portion.

All classes, at 125 East 85th Street, are free of charge and do not require reservations.
For more information, please contact the Synagogue office at 212-774-5678.

This beautiful
chupah, designed and
embroidered
by members of the KJ
Sisterhood,

A C A D E M I C

can enhance your
family wedding.
For rental information,
please contact Riva Alper
212-774-5670/Riva@CKJ.org

H O N O R S

continued from page 11

athletes who best exemplify the values of
sportsmanship and menschlichkeit both on
and off the playing field. Brianna will
attend Midreshet Harovah in the fall and
Washington University in St. Louis upon
her return from Israel.
TALIA ESTHER SCHULDER, daughter of
Drs. Lu Steinberg and Michael Schulder,
upon her graduation from Johns Hopkins
University with a BA in Writing and
Seminars and being awarded the Stephen
Dixon Literary Prize.
JACOB SCHWAB, son of Ellice and Bradly
Schwab, upon his graduation from the
Ramaz Upper School. Jacob will attend
Kivunim in the fall and the University of
Rochester upon his return.
ADAM SCHWARTZFARB, son of Robin
Rothman and Dr. Lanny Schwartzfarb,
upon his graduation from the Ramaz
Upper School as a recipient of the Julius
L. Lassner Semper Fi Award for Good
Citizenship and Service to God and
Country, presented to the Ramaz senior
who best exemplifies the values Ramaz

aims to instill in its students:
unconditional love of God, Jewish pride,
love of country, menschlichkeit and
chesed. Adam will attend Tulane
University in the fall.
THALIA SHARON, daughter of Diane and
Mickey Markovitz, upon her graduation
from New York University with a BA
degree in Communicatons, magna cum
laude. Thalia is an intern at the Ramaz
School
Office
of
Institutional
Advancement. Mazal Tov to proud KJ
grandparents Fran and Arnold Lederman.
HANNA SHOLES, daughter of Esther and
Marc Sholes, upon her graduation from
the Ramaz Upper School. Hannah, a
Graduation Class speaker, was a recipient
of the Boris Z. Gorlin Tikkun Olam Award
presented to the seniors who strive
through acts of tzedakah and chesed to
repair the world in the image of God.
Hannah
will
attend
Midreshet
Lindenbaum in the fall and Binghamton
University upon her return from Israel.

RAFFI SNOW, son of Lisa and Lee Snow,
upon his graduation from Princeton
University. Raffi will be an analyst with
the Analysis Group in New York City.
ILANA STEINMETZ, daughter of Lisa and
Rabbi Chaim Steinmetz, upon her
graduation from the Ramaz Upper School.
Ilana will attend Midreshet Amit in the fall
and the JTS/Columbia Joint Program upon
her return from Israel.
JACLYN WILDES, daughter of Amy and
Michael Wildes, upon her graduation from
the Ramaz Upper School as a recipient of
the Gertrude Lookstein Eishet Chayil
Award given to the senior women who
best integrate modern ideals of
womanhood with traditional Jewish life,
the Jesse Deutsch Tefillah Award for the
seniors who have shown a demonstrable
commitment to Tefillah throughout high
school; and the New York City Speaker’s
Student Achievement Award. Jaclyn will
be attending Midreshet Amit in the fall
and Baruch College upon her return from
Israel. Mazal Tov to proud KJ
grandparents Alice and Leon Wildes.
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MAY THEY GO HIGHER AND HIGHER
We extend a warm Mazal Tov to the following young members of the Congregation who participated
in Advancement Day Exercises as they completed the Ramaz Middle School:
SARAH BOURKOFF
DAVID RUBIN
daughter of Elana and Aryeh Bourkoff
JEREMY MILLER
son of Stephanie and Daniel Rubin
son of Mindy and Dr. Fredric Miller
SOFIA COHEN
grandson of Leonore and Herbert Wolff
JAKE RUBIN
daughter of Dana and Dr. Michael Cohen
son of Stephanie and Daniel Rubin
granddaughter of
JORDAN MITTLER
son of Geraldine and Jeffrey Mittler
JULIUS RUBINSTEIN
Lillian and Elliott Eisman
son of Esther Buterman and
grandson of Janet and Mark Mittler
Kenneth Rubinstein
BENJAMIN COLE
son of Karen and David Cole
BENJAMIN SCHWAB
son of Ellice and Bradly Schwab
MATTHEW DOFT
son of Abigail and David Doft
CAROLINE SCHWARTZ
grandson of Arlene and Avrom Doft
daughter of Erica and Robert Schwartz
granddaughter of Sheira and Steve Schacter
SYDNEY EISENSTEIN
daughter of Randi and Dr. Howard
WILLIAM SCHWARTZ
Eisenstein
JESSICA MOSKOVITS
son of Debbie and Daniel Schwartz
grandson of Gaby Major
daughter of Stefi and Benjamin Moskovits
JULIA FEIT
daughter of Dr. Lauren and Michael Feit
ISABEL OTTENSOSER
JORDAN SEBAG
daughter of Judith and Daniel Ottensoser
daughter of Ariel and Albert Sebag
ALEXANDER FREILICH
graddaughter of Marion and William Weiss
granddaughter of Jean and Armand
son of Helen and Eliot Freilich
Lindenbaum
grandson of Estelle Freilich
JULIAN PIAFSKY
son of Jessica Piafsky
BRAYDEN SERPHOS
RACHEL FREILICH
and Lauren & Barry Piafsky
son of Abbe and Michael Serphos
daughter of Drs. Stephanie and
Jonathan Freilich
ILANA PROPP
RAPHAEL SILVER
granddaughter of Estelle Freilich
daughter of Dina and Douglas Propp
son of Miri Nakash-Silver and Ezri Silver
granddaughter of Eve Propp
JONAH HORNBLASS
SAMANTHA STERN
son of Dr. Chani Penstein and JJ Hornblass
BENJAMIN RAAB
daughter of Pamela and Douglas Stern
grandson of Ann and Hon. Jerome
son of Katia and Mitchell Raab
Hornblass
COREY TITLE
JORDAN RECHTSCHAFFEN
son of Drs. Rachel and Craig Title
JOSEPH KAPLAN
son of Monique and Andrew Rechtschaffen
son of Jessica and Adam Kaplan
grandson of Rabbi Manfred Rechtschaffen
JOSHUA WAITMAN
grandson of Sherry and Joel Wiener
son of Jennifer Waitman
CLEMENTINE ROTH
grandson of Barbara Waitman
HARRY KATZ
daughter of Drs. Aren Gottlieb
son of Jane and Robert Katz
YONA WEINSTOCK
and Ram Roth
son of Dr. Naama and Rabbi Elie Weinstock
granddaughter of Rachel Roth
MICHAEL LINDENBAUM
son of Ray and Matthew Lindenbaum
grandson of Marcel Lindenbaum

RAMAZ

ADMISSIONS

If you have a child who will be of age to enter Ramaz in September 2019,
the Admissions Office is open for inquiries.
Director of Admissions
THE RAMAZ SCHOOL
E-mail: Admissions@ramaz.org
Best wishes for a safe and enjoyable summer.
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Kesher Makes It Happen!
April 26, 2018:

May 9, 2018:

Cooking
class
with Sasha Salamon.
Sasha taught us how
to prepare quick,
healthy, and family
friendly meals. We
also
had
the
opportunity to taste
her
delicious
creations.
Instagram @cooking chic

CPR and first aid course
for parents, siblings, family
and caretakers, with Nicole
Zakak, certified American
Heart Association
instructor.

May 17, 2018:

Pre-Shavuot Challah
Bake to perform the
mitzvah of Hafrashat
Challah as a community in
support of those that have
been
impacted
by
infertility, miscarriage, and
infant loss. A portion of the
event
proceeds
was
donated to charities which
support affected families.

KJ Hebrew teacher Sara Rosen has released a new
iPad app based on her popular Hebrew reading
program. The app is called Eyal and is suitable for all
ages. Eyal is perfect for those with no prior reading
experience and those with some experience who are
still searching for fluency. All work can be self-checked
so no teacher is required. For more information,
search for Eyal in the iPad App Store.

THREE
COMMUNITY
MIKVAHS:

The Jacques & Hannah
Schwalbe Mikvah
419 East 77th Street
(between 1st & York
Avenues)
Telephone: 212-359-2020

June 6, 2018:

Summer BBQ class with Monica
Borowik. Monica showed us how to
prepare a healthy and waistline friendly
meal with delicious food, drink, and fun!

For Shaatnez Checking
the biblical prohibition against mixed
fabrics typically found in the collars of
expensive men’s suits:

The Rennert Mikvah
at 5th Avenue Synagogue
5 East 62nd Street
(just off Fifth Avenue)
Telephone: 212-753-6058

Morris Organic Dry Cleaners
and Custom Tailors
(specializing in Shaatnez testing
and fixing taliot, tzitzit)
436 East 86th Street
(between 1st and York Avenues)
212-828-5681

The West Side Mikvah
234 West 74th Street
(East of Broadway)
Telephone: 212-579-2011
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LEARN TO DAVEN
LIKE A
BA’AL TEFILLAH
Rabbi Haskel
Lookstein’s 10
Nusach recordings,
designed to help people
learn how to be a
shaliach tzibbur
at daily services, Shabbatot,
holidays, Rosh Hashanah,
Yom Kippur and selichot
around the year,
are available free of charge on the
Ramaz website
at www.Ramaz.org/nusach
There is no better time than
now to avail yourself
of this wonderful
opportunity!

BNEI MITZVAH

DANIEL BRAFFMAN
Mazal Tov to Dr. Barbara Braffman and
Benjamin Klapper upon the Bar Mitzvah of
their son, Daniel, at The Mount Zion Hotel
overlooking the Old City of Jerusalem, on
April 3. Daniel read the Torah portion of the
fourth day of Passover and delivered a D’var
Torah on the teachings of Parashat
Mishpatim. Daniel will be entering the eighth
grade at Carmel Academy.

JOSHUA NORTH
Mazal Tov to Debbie and Randy North upon
the Bar Mitzvah of their son, Joshua, at
Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun on Shabbat
morning, May 12, at which time he read
Parashat Behar-Bechukotai and the
Haftarah, and delivered a D’var Torah.
Joshua will be entering the eighth grade at
the Ramaz Middle School.

ASHLEY ROSE BEHM
Mazal Tov to Stacy and Dr. Thomas Behm
upon the celebration of the Bat Mitzvah of
their daughter, Ashley Rose, on June 14 at the
New York Palace Hotel. She gave a D’var
Torah on Parashat Korach. Ashley will be
entering the seventh grade at the Ramaz
Middle School in the fall.

GABRIEL MAHFAR
Mazal Tov to Emma and Sammy Mahfar
upon the Bar Mitzvah of their son,
Gabriel, on the 4th day of Passover in
Jerusalem. The celebration continued on
June 16 when he read Parashat Korach in
the KJ Sephardic Minyan. Sammy will be
entering the eighth grade at the Ramaz
Middle School.

Yom Ha’Atzmaut Fun with
the KJ Youth
Department

Tekes Ma’avar: Transitioning From Sadness to Joy,
Yom HaZikaron to Yom Ha’Atzmaut

O

n April 18, Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun, together with students from the Ramaz Upper and Middle
Schools, hosted its annual Tekes Ma’avar, to honor the memories of IDF soldiers who fell defending the
Jewish homeland, and then to usher in a celebration of Israel’s Yom Ha’Atzmaut. Some of the highlights
of the evening, presented under the creative and thoughtful guidance of the Upper School’s
Director of Community Service and Outreach, DeeDee Benel, included the two-minute
Memorial Day siren; a Tekes Degalim processional of seventeen IDF military unit
flags; keynote speakers Israeli Air Force Major Dov Hassid and Ramaz alumnus
chayal boded Aidan Hadad, Friends of the IDF Musical Ensemble, and the
Ramaz Middle School Choir. Special guests in the audience that night, and later
at a Yom Ha-Atzmaut celebration, were members of RAJE (Russian American
Jewish Experience), an organization which provides FSU millenials with the
positive Jewish experiences they need, to help them find meaning in their Jewish
heritage and to fall in love with the experience of everything Jewish.
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WHAT AN INCREDIBLE YEAR
FOR THE UJA@KJ
PARTNERSHIP!
In the last few months, UJA@KJ
wrapped up the year with some incredible
projects.
Over the course of the year, approximately 350 KJ volunteers of all
ages helped hundreds of people in need throughout New York. Our
volunteer work was truly unparalleled, from Thanksgiving meals to
pre-Pesach seders, holiday celebrations and beyond. We touched the
lives of the homeless and formerly homeless, children in need, and
Holocaust survivors. We should be so proud of all that we’ve done!
This year, we also hosted a very special CommUnity Shabbat
dinner featuring the amazing Sigal Kanotopsky, CEO of Olim
Beyahad. Sigal and Olim Beyahad work every day to improve the lives
of Ethiopian-Israelis. Sigal shared the incredible story of her journey
from Ethiopia to Jerusalem as a young girl. As she said, “For us,
Jerusalem was more than a dream. It was the reality towards which we
lived each and every day.” What an inspiring evening!
UJA-Federation also provides support through the Partners in
Caring initiative for an on-site social worker, Danielle Herbst, to
support the mental health and well-being of the KJ community through
our Partners in Caring grant.

RABBI YOSEF LANDUN, Z”L
Rabbi Yosef Lasdun, the expert sofer (scribe) who
tended for more than three decades to KJ’s Torah scrolls,
and who ministered to hundreds of KJ families
purchasing tefillin and mezuzot, passed away in May.
Virtually all of the holy parchment in our community
containing the name of God came from his capable hands,
but it was his soft-spoken nature, welcoming smile, and
gentle heart that endeared him to so many and leaves a
void in our congregational family. What follows is a poem
written by Rabbi Lasdun in March 1991 which reflects the
way he approached his life’s calling.
Master of Precision

UJA@KJ is a partnership between KJ and UJA-Federation of New
York that aims to strengthen our local community through
meaningful programs and volunteer opportunities. For more
information about UJA@KJ or any of these programs, please
contact the UJA@KJ Chairs: Samantha Rubenstein, Sophia
Gomberg, or the UJA@KJ staff person, Rebecca Zimilover at
zimiloverr@ujafedny.org. We hope you’ll join us at next year’s
programs!

Years of training in the best of schools
now bearing some of their fruits
under powerful lamps beaming down.

SPONSORSHIPS ARE
WELCOME

Beads of sweat are evidence of a mind
engrossed
Lest a critical error be cast forever.

To support synagogue programs,
we invite prospective Kiddush & Seudah Shlishit
Sponsors to contact Riva Alper in the synagogue office
at 212-774-5670 or Riva@CKJ.org.

Even a minute inaccuracy might spell
untold consequences.

The base cost of a cake-and-wine Kiddush sponsorship is
$500, to which is added the cost of any extra catered food
ordered through Foremost Caterers. Multiple Kiddush
sponsors may, at their discretion and initiative, agree to
share the expense of extra catered food, but every cosponsor must pay, separately and individually, the
$500 base fee.
Similarly, sponsoring Seudah Shlishit
costs every co-sponsor $250.

Precise instruments carefully probe
and make their marks
Excruciating concentration dare not
be distracted even for a fleeting
moment.

Yet the rewards of accomplishment
are to be reaped
When the hands delicately guide the
instruments and the mind instructs
the hand
Operating together, the task will be a
success v”zgc
A neurosurgeon?
No, a sofer.
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In Memoriam
ESTHER LOBEL

BARBARA SEITZ

She was the queen and matriarch of the
Lobel family, raising her four sons after the
untimely passing of her husband.
Esther Lobel was the essence of
elegance. When she moved here from
South Africa, we soon realized what a
treasure we had in our midst. She was well
spoken - and she taught her sons to be that
way too - she was revered and loved by her
children, her daughters-in-law, and her
grandchildren.
She was a regular worshipper in our
midst on Shabbat and holidays. She
greeted everyone with her beautiful smile,
good cheer and pure South African accent.
What a remarkable Jewish lady!

She was a member of our congregation
for several decades. A cousin of our
member, David Perlman, she was the
match-maker for David and his late wife,
Francine, who passed away last fall.
She was known in 111 East 85th Street
as the friendliest and warmest of
neighbors. She knew everybody and
greeted everyone.
Barbara was consistently supportive of
the congregation from year to year and she
thoroughly enjoyed her association with
us, as we did with her. She was an adoring
and adored cousin to the entire Perlman
family.

FRIDA RIEDERMAN

For many years, she and her late
husband, Fred, were active members of our
congregation, regular worshippers in our
synagogue and generous supporters. They
endowed a window in our ladies balcony
in memory of their parents.
For many years, Myrna resided in
Florida where she enjoyed many beautiful
relationships.
We extend our condolences to her son,
our member, Jeffrey Snyder, and we hope
that he and the family will know of no
further sorrow for a long time to come.

MYRNA SNYDER
She died at the age of 92, after a long
and, in part, very difficult life. When she
was 18 she was deported to Auschwitz
which she, thank God, survived.
She went on to marry the late Herman
Riederman and together they raised their
son, Robert, in our community and in
Ramaz and watched him raise his own
beautiful family. Frida was so proud of her
son, her daughter-in-law and her
grandchildren.
In earlier days she was a regular in our
synagogue. Lately, she was here only four
months a year but when she was here she
was in shul every week and she never
missed an opportunity to contribute
financially to the well-being of the
congregation and our Sisterhood. Her
affiliation lasted five decades!
She was a Holocaust survivor, but
despite being haunted by the trauma, she
lived a very vigorous, productive and
cheerful life.

JAY WATNICK
Jay and his wife, Marianna, were
members of our congregation for over
forty years. They were very proud of their
daughter, Dariele, who went all the way
through Ramaz.
Jay was a brilliant lawyer who was an

ase,hu ksd,h
tcr vna

advisor to many in his profession and those
who simply came within his orbit. He was
available to many friends.
Although disabled some time ago, he
nevertheless continued to work vigorously
and he travelled the world with Marianna
who was an extraordinarily devoted wife
who kept him active and energized for
years.

ESTHER WOHLGELERNTER
She and her late husband, Rabbi Moshe
Wohlgelernter, were a cherished family in
our congregation. It was our privilege to
welcome them into our community after
Rabbi Wohlgelernter retired from his
rabbinic position in the Inwood section of
Manhattan. For many years he continued
as an outstanding professor of English at
Yeshiva University.
Their apartment was a veritable library
of Jewish and general books, eagerly read
not alone by the late Rabbi Wohlgelernter
but by Esther, as well. She was a very
gracious hostess to many KJers and her
smile lit up any room that she entered.
The mother of three wonderful
children, Beth, Debra, and Elli, she was
particularly proud of the fact that her
daughters were both alumnae of Ramaz.

ORDER
MAIN SYNAGOGUE
MEMORIAL PLAQUES
FOR LOVED ONES
VISIT WWW.CKJ.ORG/PLAQUES
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
SY YANOFSKY
AT 212-774-5620
OR SY@CKJ.ORG

PLEASE CONTACT

CREATE AN ENDURING LEGACY
WHILE RECEIVING AN ATTRACTIVE REVENUE STREAM FOR LIFE
Please consider participating in the Congregation’s Endowment and Planned Giving Program, through which you can create an
enduring legacy of active participation in KJ through a Charitable Gift Annuity that pays handsomely.
Contact Leonard Silverman at 212-774-5680 or LSS@CKJ.org for information.
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W I T H I N O U R F A M I LY
BIRTHS
Mazal Tov to:
Sandy and Dr. Robert April upon the birth of
a granddaughter, Elka, the first child born to
their children, Rina and Daniel Lauchheimer.
Julie and Jonathan Art upon the birth of their
second child and son, Evan Michael (Michael
Meir).
Nicole and Tzvi Ausubel upon the birth of
their fourth child and third son, Oliver James
(Daniel Oz).
Sarah and Albert Betesh upon the birth of
their second child and first son, Joseph Albert
(Yoseph Avraham).
Helen and Ruby Davis upon the birth of a
granddaughter, Slone Faye (Tzivia Feigel), born
to their children Jillian and Steven Davis of Los
Angeles.
Shlomit and Chaim Edelstein upon the birth
of a granddaughter, Yael, born to their children,
Shira and Daniel Edelstein, in Israel.
Elizabeth and Jeremy Falk upon the birth of
their second son William James (Yaakov
Shmuel). Mazal Tov as well to the proud KJ
grandparents, Vivian and Bernard Falk.
Taryn and Daniel Fiskus upon the birth their
second child and daughter, Annabelle Kate
(Chaya Sinai).
Judy and Marty Grumet upon the the birth of
a granddaughter, Anaelle Tamar, born to their
children Leah and Avi Grumet of Jerusalem.
Terry and Michael Jaspan upon the birth of a
grandson, Harry (Yisroel Aharon), born to their
children Hila and Steven Jaspan. Harry is named
for Harry Fischel, his great, great, great,
grandfather, and the patriarch of five generation
of KJ members!
Rhonda and Jeffrey Luxenberg upon the birth
of a granddaughter, Emily Reese (Aliza Ruth),
born to their children, Dr. Allie and Alex
Luxenberg.
Claire and Michael Olshan upon the birth of
their first child and son, Maxwell Lev (Avraham
Lev). Mazal Tov as well to proud KJ
grandparents Rita and Fred Distenfeld.
Bonnie and Isaac Pollak upon the birth of a
grandson, Ezra Daniel, born to their children
Elianna and Chaim Mitnick.
Alexandra and Michael Rishty upon the birth
of their third child and second son, Geoffrey
James (Chaim).
KJ Youth Director Aryana and Teen Minyan
Coordinator Dr. Steven Ritholtz upon the birth
of their third child and second son, Eliyahu
Chaim.
Dr. Evelyn and Salomon Sassoon upon the
birth of a grandson, Ari Joshua (Ari Yehoshua)
Katz, the first child born to their children
Danielle Sassoon and Adam Katz.
Melissa and Benjamin Sberro upon the birth
of their second child and first daughter, Camille
Noa (Shira).
Jessica and Joseph Scherban upon the birth of
their second son, Irwin (Chaim). Mazal Tov as
well to proud KJ grandparents Ruth and Gerald
Kestenbaum.
Evan and Ilyssa Schwarzberg upon the birth
of their first child and son, Arthur Ray (Aharon).

May these children grow up in the finest their marriage.
Diane Nissenbaum and Brent Herbst upon
tradition of Torah, chupah, and maasim tovim.
their marriage.
BNEI MITZVAH
Dina and Marshall Huebner upon the
Mazal Tov to:
marriage of their daughter, Rachel, to Ari
Suri and Kenny Cohen upon the Bat Mitzvah Kaissar, son of Drs. Amy and Guy Kaissar of
of their daughter, Grace.
Skokie.
Rosie (‘68) and Dr. Mark S. Friedman upon
Margery and Barry Libin upon the marriage
the Bat Mitzvah of their granddaughter, Leah of their daughter, Devora, to Scott Wasserman,
Sophia Yehaskel, daughter of Davida (‘95) and son of Linda Wasserman of Long Beach and
Marc Yehaskel of Great Neck.
Michael Wasserman of Delray Beach, Florida.
Sasha Laren, upon her Bat Mitzvah.
Sheera and Michael Moffson upon the
Dr. Vivian Mann upon the Bat Mitzvah of her marriage of their daughter, Raquel, to Ari Cohen,
granddaughter Sara Evelyn, daughter of Miriam son of Faye and Doron Cohen of Monsey.
and Stephen Wallach of Woodmere.
Dr. David Rapaport and to Dr. Charmaine
Rapaport upon the marriage of their son,
ENGAGEMENTS
Benjamin, to Nina Leibowitz, daughter of
Mazal Tov to:
Rebecca and Dr. Jonas Leibowitz of New
Marilyn and Greg Adler upon the engagement Rochelle.
of their daughter, Samantha, to Daniel Schub,
Michele and Joseph Romano upon the
son of Debra and Howard Schub of Scarsdale.
marriage of their son, Josh, to Michal Lemel,
Eve and Sammy Attias upon the engagement daughter of Rosie and Asher Lemel of Monsey.
of their daughter, Gabriela, to Michael Glustein,
Debbie and Shimon Rubin upon the marriage
the son of Sharon and Yossi Glustein of Israel. of their son, Andrew, to Jillian Studin, daughter
Edith Gurewitsch Allen and Robert Allen of Judy and Dr. Joel Studin of Roslyn, New
upon the engagement of their son, Elias, to York.
Melissa Amler, daughter of Sharon and Arthur
Debbie and Daniel Schwartz upon the
Amler of Yorktown Heights, NY.
marriage of their son, Yishai, to Nina Diamond,
Norma Nussbaum Bruckner and Dr. Howard daughter of Florence and James Diamond of
Bruckner upon the engagement of their Toronto. Mazal Tov to the proud KJ
granddaughter, Lindsay Frucher, daughter of grandmother, Gabriella Major.
Wendy and Robert Frucher, of Lawrence, to
Debbie and Dr. Shelley Senders upon the
Yoni Winfield, son of Rochel Leah and Dr. marriage of their daughter, Susie, to Hart
Steven Winfield of Wesley Hills.
Goldhar, son of Fern and Dr. Sheldon Goldhar
Wendy and Sholem Greenbaum upon the of Toronto. Mazal Tov as well to the proud KJ
engagement of their daughter, Daniella Judith, to grandparents, Audrey and Rabbi Haskel
Robert David, son of Ellen and Gary Davis of Lookstein.
Greenwich.
Ruth and Irwin Shapiro upon the marriage of
Vicki and Isaac Hoffman upon the their grandson, Jacob Shapiro, son of Monica
engagement of their son, David, to Alieza and Sandy Shapiro, to Deena Draizin, daughter
Schvimer, daughter of Esther Buchbinder and of Sarit and Shlomo Draizin of Montreal.
Jeffrey Schvimer of Evanston, Illinois.
Estee and Henry Swieca upon the marriage of
Aliza and Steven Major upon the engagement their son, Mike, to Gabi Golan.
of their daughter, Abigail, to Gabriel Siegal, son
Gabrielle (and Howard z”l) Weinreich upon
of Shira and Mark Siegal, of Los Angeles. Mazal the forthcoming marriage of their son, Matthew,
Tov to the proud KJ grandmother, Gabriella to Adiel Schmidt, daughter of Lori Skopp and
Major.
Michael Schmidt of New York City.
Teri and Dr. Massimiliano Szulc upon the
Amy and Michael Wildes upon the marriage
engagement of their daughter, Avital, to Jonathan of their daughter, Raquel, to Dr. Aryeh Genet,
Garshofsky, son of Lawrence and Judith son of Monica and Dr. David Genet of
Garshofsky of Los Angeles.
Hollywood, Florida. Mazal Tov as well to the
May their weddings take place in happiness proud KJ grandparents, Alice and Leon Wildes.
and blessing.
Rita and Dr. David Woldenberg upon the
marriage of their daughter, Merle Wolff, to Eric
MARRIAGES
Gonchar.
Mazal Tov to:
May the newlywed couples be blessed to build
Nancy and Benjamin Aryeh upon the homes faithful to the traditions of the Jewish people.
marriage of their son, Brandon, to Sophie
Toledano, daughter of Melissa and Samuel MILESTONES
Congratulations to:
Toledano of Great Neck.
Rabbi Haskel Lookstein upon celebrating his
Sara and Mark Bloom on the upcoming
wedding of Yehuda Bloom to Talia Bean, 60th anniversary in the KJ pulpit.
Janet and Mark Mittler upon the celebration
daughter of Irit and Graeme Bean of Denver.
Marylene and Alan Friedman upon the of their 50th wedding anniversary.
marriage of their son, Alan, to Carla Kalvin,
daughter of Lynne and Alan Kalvin of Irvington, COMMUNAL HONORS
Congratulations to:
NY.
Dr. Nicole Schreiber Agus upon being
Luwam Samuel and David Friedman upon
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W I T H I N O U R F A M I LY
honored at Nishmat’s Gala Dinner.
Danielle Schwartz Auerbach, upon being
honored by the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum, along with her cousin
Nicole Pines Lieberman, with the Museum’s
National Leadership Award.
Ilene, Michael and Lizzie Ausubel for being
recognized for their ongoing volunteer work
with DOROT.
Jennifer and Saul Burian upon Saul serving
as honoree at the Jewish National Fund’s
Theodor Herzl Leadership Award Dinner.
Adam Emmerich upon receiving the
Rambam Award from Haifa’s Rambam
Hospital at their 80th Gala Celebration.
Rosie (‘68) and Dr. Mark S. Friedman upon
their daughter, Ariela Friedman Fine (‘79)
being honored as Teacher of the Year at
Shulamith School of Five Towns.
Rosie (‘68) and Dr. Mark Friedman upon
their daughter, Davida Friedman Yehaskel
(‘95), serving as chairperson of the Yeshiva Har
Torah Dinner for the 6th consecutive year.
Rabbi Netanel and Sarah Goldstein upon
being honored at the Yeshivat Sha’alvim &
Sh’alvim for Women Annual Dinner.
Gail Propp upon serving as Honoree at
Keren Or’s Women’s Division Gala Spring
Luncheon.
Dr. Phyllis Speiser, Chief of the Division of
Pediatric Endocrinology at Northwell Health
Systems, upon being honored by UJA at the
Physicians and Dentists Cocktail Reception.
Judy Tanz upon her son, Larry, being
honored at The Israel Film Festival in Los
Angeles. Larry, now a native of L.A., serves as
Vice President for Global Television at Netflix.
PERSONAL
PROFESSIONAL AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
Congratulations to:
Dr. James Cleeman upon receiving the
Distinguished Service Award, the highest honor
bestowed by the US Department of Health and
Human Services, for his career-long
achievements in improving the health of
Americans.
Michael Berg and Dr. David Menche for
being inducted into the Yeshiva High School
Alumni Basketball Association Hall of Fame.
Suzanne and Dr. Norman Javitt upon their
daughter-in-law, Dr. Marcia Javitt, receiving
the 2018 Sylvan Adams Nefesh b’Nefesh
Bonei Zion Prize for Science and Medicine.
Marcia is head of radiology at Rambam
Medical Center.
Bonnie Pollak, upon serving on a
distinguished panel of Social Workers at a
Lecture Series at Hunter College’s Silberman
School of Social Work.
Ilana Propp, daughter of Dina and Douglas
Propp, and granddaughter of Eve Propp, upon
winning the Ramaz Middle School spelling bee
and qualifying for the Scripps National
Spelling Bee.
Jeremy Propp, son of Dina and Douglas
Propp, and grandson of Eve Propp, upon
winning the Ramaz Middle School Geography

Bee and then qualifying for and competing in
the NY State Geography Bee in Albany.
Ronald Scheinberg upon the second printing
of his book, The Commercial Aircraft Finance
Handbook, a resource for every type of aircraft
finance practitioner - seasoned and starter
alike.
Debbie and Daniel Schwartz upon their
daughter, Elianna, receiving the “President’s
Award for Excellence in Service” at a festive
ceremony at the residence of Israeli President
Reuven Rivlin. Mazal tov as well to proud KJ
grandmother Gabriella Major.
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS
Congratulations to:
Tova Bulow upon her granddaughter, Tali
Berkowitz,
earning
a
doctorate
in
Developmental Psychology from the
University of Chicago.
Arthur and Heidi (z”l) Friedman upon the
graduations of their grandsons, Henry Koffler
and Samuel Harris Koffler. Henry graduated
from the Ramaz Upper School. He will take a
gap year at Orayta in Jerusalem before
attending Princeton University’s School of
Engineering. Samuel is advancing to the
Ramaz Upper School from the Ramaz Middle
School.
Rosie (‘68) and Dr. Mark Friedman upon the
graduation of their granddaughter, Michal
Zehava Fine, daughter of Ariela and Rabbi
Jeremy Fine, from the 8th grade at Shulamith
School of the Five Towns.
Sue and Dr. Norman Javitt upon the
graduation of their grandson, Aaron Javitt,
from the Weizmann Institute of Science with a
MSc in Life Science - Immunology. Aaron is
now pursuing a PhD in Immunology at
Weizmann.
Sue and Dr. Norman Javitt upon the college
graduation of their granddaughter, Shoshana
Javitt, from the University of Maryland with a
B.S. in Materials Science Engineering.
Sue and Dr. Norman Javitt upon the high
school graduation of their grandson, Ezra Jacob
Osofsky, who is bound for Princeton
University following a gap year.
Ruth and Larry Kobrin upon the award of a
PhD by Columbia University’s Teachers
College to their son, Rabbi Jeffrey Kobrin, for
his work on the uses of literature in the
teaching of morality.
Ruth and Larry Kobrin upon the graduation
of their granddaughter, Ariela Feinblum, from
SAR High School. She will participate in the
Nativ program next year and then attend
Dartmouth College upon her return from Israel.
Ruth and Larry Kobrin upon the graduation
of their granddaughter, Naama Kobrin, from
SAR High School. She will attend Migdal Oz
next year and then the Honors Program at Stern
College upon her return from Israel.
Ruth and Larry Kobrin upon the graduation
of their granddaughters, Simone Feinblum and
Tali Kobrin, from SAR Academy.
Gerry and Jeffrey Mittler upon their son,
Jordan, being selected as the Advancement

Speaker for the Ramaz eighth grade
graduation.
JYC Principal Ariana Solovey-Mizrahi,
upon her acceptance into the Doctoral Program
of Yeshiva University’s Azrieli Graduate
School for Jewish Education, Leadership and
Innovation.
Ruth and Irwin Shapiro upon their grandson,
Jacob Shapiro, receiving a Masters in
accounting from Yeshiva University, and the
graduation of their granddaughter, Deena, from
Stern College, and the graduation of their
granddaughter, Zehava, from SAR Academy.
Judy Tanz, upon the graduation of her
granddaughter, Emma Rich, from Schechter
Westchester High School. She will enter
Washington University in St. Louis in the fall.
CONDOLENCES
Our condolences to:
Larry Abramsky upon the passing of his
mother, Ruth.
Tzvi Ausubel upon the passing of his
paternal grandfather, Dr. Yitzchak Ausubel.
Isaac Corre upon the passing of his mother,
Nita L. Corre.
Renee Erreich upon the passing of her
father, Jerome Turk.
Rosie Friedman (‘68) upon the passing of
her mother, Jean Gluck.
Dr. Nechama Fertig upon the passing of her
father, Shlomo Hochbaum.
Dr. Shawn Khodadadian upon the passing of
his father, Saeed Khodadadian.
Jane Gol upon the passing of her mother,
Mildred (Mollie) Moverman.
Vivian Falk and Lauren Merkin upon the
passing of their mother, Sylvia Korngold.
Judith Hara upon the passing of her mother,
Sylvia Herta Rapp.
Robert Hara upon the passing of his mother,
Anita Hara.
Berndt Perl upon the passing of his mother,
Sabina Perl.
Abe Podolsky, Arlene Peldman, Howard
Podolsky, Stuart Podolsky, Jay Podolsky
Helene Beda, and Jackie Miller upon the
passing of their mother, Fela “Fanny”
Podolsky.
Dr. Ronit Kahanowicz upon the passing of
her mother, Dr. Yaffa Kahanowicz.
Michael Kaplan upon the passing of his father,
Stan Kaplan.
Sharon Kramer Loew upon the passing of
her mother, Irma Kramer.
Jeffrey Reisner upon the passing of his
father, David Reisner.
Gloria Schneider upon the passing of her
father, Moritz Perelman.
Joseph Sutton upon the passing of his father,
Alfred J. Sutton.
Teri Szulc upon the passing of her mother,
Sheila Simring Freedman.
KJ Comptroller Sy Yanofsky upon the
passing of his mother, Sarah Yanofsky.
May they be comforted among all those who
mourn for Zion and Jerusalem.
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DEDICATE
Members of the Congregation and others
are invited to honor a friend or relative,
celebrate a milestone event
or memorialize a loved one
by dedicating
Chumashim or Siddurim.
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Synagogue Officials

SHABBAT SCHEDULE
Friday
Lighting
Evening
of Candles
Services

Haskel Lookstein . . . . . . .Rabbi Emeritus
_________________
Chaim Steinmetz . . . . . . . . . .Senior Rabbi
Elie Weinstock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Rabbi
Rabbi Daniel Kraus & Rachel Kraus
. . . . . .Directors of Community Education
Rabbi Dr. Jeremy Wieder
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scholar-in Residence
Mayer Davis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cantor
Benny Zalta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cantor
Leonard Silverman . . .Executive Director
Officers of the Congregation
David Lobel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .President
Elias Buchwald . . . .Senior Vice President
Jonathan Wagner . . . . . . . .Vice President
Surie Sugarman . . . . . .2nd Vice President
Dr. Nicole Agus . . . . . .3rd Vice President
Sidney Ingber . . . . . . . .4th Vice President
Larry Baruch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Secretary
Robert Schwartz . . . . . . . . . . . . .Treasurer
David Sultan . . . . . . . .Assistant Treasurer
Morris Massel . . . . . .Executive Secretary
Evan Farber . . . . . . . .Financial Secretary
JJ Hornblass . . . . . . .Recording Secretary
Eric Gribetz . . . .Administrative Secretary
Living Past Presidents
Fred Distenfeld
Chaim Edelstein
Eric Feldstein
Stanley Gurewitsch
Joel Katz
Affiliate Presidents
Carla Tanz . . . . . . . .President, Sisterhood
Ariel Sebag . . .Vice President, Sisterhood
Dr. Mark Meirowitz . . .Pres., Men’s Club
Brittany Cogan . . . . . . .President, Kesher
Elisa Septimus . . . . . . . .President, Kesher
Ariel Stern . . . . . . . . . . .President, Kesher
Office Staff
Riva Alper . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Administrator
Dina Farhi . . . . . . . . . . .Executive Assistant
Danielle Herbst . . . . . . . . . .Social Worker
Menucha Parry . . . . . . . . . . . . .Director of
Membership Services
Aryana Bibi Ritholtz . . . . . .Youth Director
Freddie Rodriguez . . . . . . .Superintendent
Sy Yanofsky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Comptroller
Esther Zarnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Director of
Communications & Programming

June
29-30

Saturday
Afternoon
Services

Sabbath
Ends

Balak

8:13 PM

6:45 PM

8:10 PM

9:15 PM

Pinchas
Matot-Masei
Devarim/Chazon
Va’etchanan/
Nachamu

8:12 PM
8:10 PM
8:05 PM

6:45 PM
6:45 PM
6:45 PM

8:10 PM
8:05 PM
1:30 PM

9:13 PM
9:10 PM
9:04 PM

7:59 PM

6:45 PM

7:55 PM

8:57 PM

Eikev
Re’eh
Shoftim
Ki Tetzei

7:52 PM
7:44 PM
7:33 PM
7:23 PM

6:45 PM
6:45 PM
6:45 PM
6:45 PM

7:45 PM
7:35 PM
7:25 PM
7:15 PM

8:49 PM
8:38 PM
8:28 PM
8:17 PM

September
31-1
Ki Tavo
7-8
Nitzavim

7:12 PM
7:00 PM

6:45 PM
6:45 PM

7:00 PM
6:50 PM

8:06 PM
7:54 PM

July
6-7
13-14
20-21
27-28
August
3-4
10-11
17-18
24-25

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Weekday mornings…………..7:30 AM Sunday mornings……………..8:30 AM
Mondays and Thursdays……..7:15 AM Rosh Chodesh Weekdays…….7:00 AM
Shabbat mornings…………….9:00 AM

EVENING SERVICES
June 25 - July 12............ 6:50 PM

July 15 - September 25............ 6:45 PM

DATES TO REMEMBER
Sunday, July 1
Fast of 17th of Tammuz
Fast begins 4:17 AM
Morning Services at 8:30 AM
Evening Services at 8:00 PM
Fast Ends at 9:11 PM
Wednesday, July 4
Morning Services at 8:30 AM

Saturday-Sunday, July 21-22
Fast of Tisha B’Av.
(Schedule on pp.2-3)
Fast Begins at 8:23 PM
Saturday Night Services at 9:20 PM
Sunday Morning Services at 8:30 AM
Sunday Night Services at 7:50 PM
Fast ends at 9:00 PM

Friday, July 13
Rosh Chodesh Av
Morning Services at 7:00 AM

Saturday-Sunday, August 11-12
Rosh Chodesh Elul
Sunday Morning Services at 8:30 AM

Monday, September 3
Labor Day
Morning Services at 8:30 AM
Monday-Tuesday, September 10-11
Rosh Hashanah

